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MEET THE NEW OFFICERS
Can there be anyone active in the
Guild who does not know abou t Marilyn
Krueger, our newly elected National
President? Marilyn has been suc h a
prominent participant at every level of
Guild life that she is surely one of the
most experienced women ever to accept
responsibility as our chief officer.
For one thing , she hails from Wisconsin , one of the states that has both an
Area Director and a State Unit President-and naturally she has fi lled both
roles. As a long-time fai th ful member of
the Milwaukee Suburban chapter she
has , of course, taken her turn at every
office and many committee assignments.
But a few years ago she became involved with the city's two other chapters, helping out with meeting programs
for pioneer Milwaukee Afternoon and
fledgling Milwaukee Golden Gems.
(She was so regular in attending the Afternoon group that they consider her to
be one of their members, too.)
On the national scene Marilyn has
j ust completed terms as Second and
First Vice President. Prior to that she
was the convention re porter , chair of
Person-to-Person, New Chapter Development , and the Nominating Committee, plus serving on the Long Range
Study Committee and last year' s Presidential Search Committee.
Active in church and community,
Marilyn leads Bible studies, has c haired
Woman's Life Day and a congregational
Service Program, and is an appointee to
the Milwaukee Mayor's Beautification
Committee, which keeps an eye on
plantings and property improvements in
the city and decorates the City Hall
People 's Christmas tree , an ethnic group

project. Marilyn is the committee 's reporter for the Milwaukee Journal .
In her spare time ( !) Marilyn enjoys
travel, reading, genealogy, bird watching, and fun times with the all- VU
Krueger family: husband Ralph , sons
Mark, Kurt , and Thomas, their wives
Lisa, Margaret, and Kristine-all Valpo
grads-and two young grandsons.
A warm , talented, Christ-filled
woman, Marilyn Krueger is the ideal
person to serve as the Gui ld's 24th President.
Paula Sauer has taken on her new position as Guild First Vice President at
the same time she has moved into a new
responsibility in her personal life:
changing from a c hurch nursery-kindergarten teacher to the more demanding
commitment as a teacher in the public
school system in Columbus, Ohio.
Everyone who knows Paula is confident
that she will handle both jobs with her
usual joyful aplomb .
Guild chapters in Madison WI and
Dayton OH were fortunate to have
Paula as a membe r and officer before
she, husband Jim, and their teenage
twin daughters Heather and Jenny settled in suburban Columbus. Now , along
with Guild-ing and teaching, Paula takes
classes at Ohio State University and participates in many church activities-including being part of a puppet troupe
and making banners, besides Sunday
School teaching and assisting in worship. She e njoys writing, drawing , sewing, biking, camping, and " multitudinous volunteer positions."
On the national Guild level Paul a has
served as Historian, Area Director,

GUILD BOARD--1988-89 national officers a re, from leFt, Second Vice President Barbara
Riethmeier , Executive Director Dot Nuechte rlein, F irst Vice President Paula Sauer , Preside nt
Marilyn Krueger , Treasurer Joanne Gatz, and Secretary Kay Schulz.
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Nominating Committee Chair, and most
recently, Second Vice President. Within
the Guild Board she is especially noted
for her apt phraseology. (When some of
the last minute details for the fall convention threate ned to come undone, for
example, it was Paula who smilingly
suggested that perhaps the theme should
be changed to "Knit Together in
Panic.")
One of those very rare individuals
who can be both creative and practical
at the same time, the new First V .P. has
her capable fingers in many pies, and
we can be sure she will leave her
"thumbprint" on the Guild .
When Barbara Riethmeier concluded
a term as National Secretary several
years ago and left the Board, she did so
with some reluctance. Having been
elected at the 1981 Golden Anniversary
convention, she had been part of the excitement of getting the Gu ild Courts
project underway, overseeing the progress of the new chapters brought into
membership in the early '80s, the beginning of the Bed & Breakfast program,
and other new ventures . It was a bit difficult to leave.
However, she went home to Victor
NY, outside of Rochester, and plunged
back into chapter, churc h, and community life. Formerly a high school teache r
and a professional secretary, Barbara
puts her skills as a n organizer to work
in all e ndeavors. She is the current as
well as past president of the Rocheste r
chapter, has coordinated the annual Advent :Vespers, been president of the
Rochester Institute of Technology
Women's Club, helped organize children's concerts for the Rochester
Philharmonic League, served on the
Board of Education and Stewardship
Committee in her congregation ... and
the list goes on.
Husband Alton is on the VU Alumni
Association Board of Directors, son
Raymond attends high school, and son
Michael is a VU junior. When asked to
described his Mom, Mike said: "The
main thing to know about her is that she
will try her hardest to do anything for
anybody. She really doesn' t know how
to say 'no' when asked."
The Guild is grateful Barbara said
"yes" to another term of service on our
behalf.
£)
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THE HISTORIC WONDERFUL DAY
It was the nicest, most upbeat day the
campus had seen for a long time. Wednesday, October 26, 1988, was one of
those cool autumn days filled with brilliant sunshine- perfect for the Inauguration Day of Alan F. Harre as the 17th
President of Va lparaiso University. The
good weather was a mark of faith: at the
June orientation meeting of the Inaugural Committee, Theology professor
Walter Ke ller had assured his fellow
members that the Lord would smile
upon Valpo and send sunshine to bless
our celebration .

And celebration it was. The Committee had decided to do everything possible to ensure full part icipation by all
members of the Unive rsity family- students, fac ulty, staff, Guild, alumni ,
Board of Directors, and area residents .
A full schedule of activ ities for the entire week was announced, including
concerts, worship services, lectures, art
exhibits, discussions, receptions, a faculty sy mposium, and a ball. Delegates
from 86 sister institutions of higher education , 17 learned and professional
soctettes, and a half dozen church
bodies joined in the traditional Convocation ceremony.
An "untrad itional" part of the event
was the in volvement of students, under
the leadership of Student Senate President Andria Antommaria. A Week of
Challenge was organized under the
theme "Pride in the Past: The History of
Valparaiso University," wh ich also included "A Vision for the Future of
VU ." On Inauguration Day itself, sorority and fraternity me mbers parked cars

and welcomed guests. And , most impressive of all , hundreds o f residence
hall and Greek representatives-wearing
souvenir hats-lined Meditation Wal k
between the Union and the Chapel,
forming an honor guard for the procession of colorfully gowned and hooded
dignitaries, the n fi lled the Chape l balconies for the Con vocation.

Souvenir hat

One reason for the students' enthu siasm is that many of them had already
met Dr. Harre. One of his first
priorities, initiated at the beginning o f
the academic year, was the commitment
to spend a couple of hours in e ach housing unit, listening to students ' ideas and
suggestions about the University and his
leadership of it. By October some of
those views had already resulted in action , g iving them the assurance that the
new President was someone who took
them-and their concerns-seriously.
Thus, when the day came for him to be
offic ially installed , many wanted to be a
part o f the memorable occasion.
The Inaugural Convocation was remarkably free of speeches. History will

HONOR GUARD-Students line Meditation Walk as the Inaugu.-al
procession begins.
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record as listed on the program the
names of Harold G. Bemthal, Chairman
of the University Board of Directors;
Robert V. Schnabel , VU Past President;
a nd The Rev. Ralph Bohlmann, President of the Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod; together with Vice President for
Academic Affairs Richard P. Baepler
and Dean of the Chapel Daniel C .
Brockopp (the Inaugural Committee
chair) who served as officiants. Along
with Dr. Harre ' s address, the program
featured a reading of a special composition by English professor and poet Kathleen Mullen and an original canticle
composed by University organist Philip
Gehring, with choirs a nd brass under
the direc tion of Professors Eldon Balko,
Frederick Telschow, and Thomas Trimborn.
Most people rarely, if ever, have the
opportunity to attend or take part in a
Presidential Inauguration . There are
some, however, who regularly represent
the ir own institutions at other colleges'
affairs. Two of them- both university
presiden ts-were caught in conversation
at the Huegli Hall reception following
the Convocati on. " What a well-run day
this has been," said the first. "Yes," replied the othe r, "Valparaiso is once
more living up to its reputation as a
first-class institution."
How nice o f them to put into words
what everyone else seemed to think !
And, if the success of the day (and the
week) are an accurate forecast of the
Presidency of Dr. Alan F. Harre, the
Lord has indeed smiled on Valparaiso
University.
~

INAUGU RAL RECEPTION-Junior Da m ell Be njamin, Brooklyn NY,
a nd sophomore Bill McDaniels, St. Louis MO, talk with the new
President.
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From the Guild President

PHYLLIS SCHUESSLER

HATS OFF TO THE GUILD!
Heli()--{)nce again! I would like to
share with you something of what it's
been like to view the Gu ild from this
side of the table, so to speak . For national Guild officers are truly privileged
in being able to see Guild members in
many different roles, or to put it another
way, wearing many different hats.
Since few of us actua lly wear hats
these days, it was a bit of a challenge
to assemble a collection to represent the
many roles Guild women must play as
they serve the University with work in
the Guild.
We'll beg in with a wide-brimmed
hat. Use your imagination and let it remind you of an umbrella. For I could
think of nothing better to symbolize the
function of many a Gu ild woman who
juggles career , motherhood , church
work , travel , community involvement ,
etc., all under one umbrella-herself! If
you aren't that woman yourself, you
sure ly know someone who is.
Yet in spite of a ll those commitments, we Guild women find time to
give to Valparaiso University because
we know it is worth our time. Our continuing challe nge is to find creative
ways to assist our women to fulfill this
commitment to Valpo within the context
of ever more complicated lives . I believe you will agree that the new President of the University already shares our
commitment to this institution and its
mission. He sure ly wi ll lead the entire
University family in efforts to maintain
our focus, and in so doing, provide the
reason we continue to keep the Gui ld
under our own umbrella hats.
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Let's move on to another hat--one
that I hope you 've been wearing this
year. This particular one came straight
out of our garage, and yes, it is my husband 's fishing hat. Well , I promised I
wouldn't talk about his fishing if he let
me borrow his hat. So we' II just talk
about how this hat symbolizes our membership activities the past year. Did you
go fishing? I hope you did , and that you
had the satisfaction of "catching" at
least one or two new members for the
Guild. I also hope that you won ' t take
your fishing hat off, thinking the season
is over. For we must continue to scour
the well-stocked ponds in our own backyards if we are to keep the Guild on the
"grow ."
Here we have an artist's beret.
Granted, artistic talent comes to but a
few of us; but I want to tell you about
the ambitious project of one of our
former national Guild treasurers. Shirley
Honold is a whiz with numbers, I can
assure you. But I didn't know that she
had artistic talents as well . She and the
members of her chapter in Sheboygan
WI took it upon themselves to design
and create banners for all the c hurches
in the ir community that celebrate VU
Sunday. What a marvelous outreach ,
and what a unique way for Guild
women to use their artistic talents to
spread the VU message!
This is an example of what even a
small chapter could do for Valpo, and it
simply won' t be duplicated any other
way. I' m sure Shirley or another
membe r of the Sheboygan chapter
would be glad to share their project with
you. And I must add my thanks to the

members of the Wisconsin State Unit
for inviting me to their meeting, for that
is where this Guild officer saw these
Guildies in " artistic act ion."
Does this hard hat look a bit famil iar
to you ? It should , because it figured
rather prominently in the Guild's recent
fund-raiser for the Racquetball/ Handball
Courts. When the University Board
members received hard hats to tour the
ARC construction site, then-President
Ginny Amling was creative enough to
take hers off and pass it around for donations to the Guild Project Fund. And
how many of you reme mber the Amen
Corner decked out in hard hats leading
us in song as we began the final year of
that fund drive?
Memorable as those moments are, I
have c hosen this hard hat to symbolize
the hard work that Guildies have continued to put forth as we have moved
into our second fifty years. Many of
you said that after the five years of concentrated fund-raising for the Guild
Courts, your chapter was go ing to step
back and take a break from that sort of
activity. Well, apparently, not all of you
meant what you said, for the Board has
been informed that during the past year,
no less than 57 chapters have actually
raised their contributions over and above
what they sent in the year before. So,
those of us sitting on this side of the
table do not see you all sitting on your
laurels! We congratulate you fo r your
extra effort, and we commend you for
wearing your own "hard hats" for the
Guild .
(Continued on next page)
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW FIRST FAMILY
When he left the Presidency of Concordia College, St. Paul, in July and arrived in Valparaiso to take up his post
as VU President, Dr. Alan F. Harre
came alone; it is not so easy to move a
famil y with young adult children in the
middle of the summer. By fall , however, his wife Diane had joined him in
their new home in the northern end of
the city, while all three children had decided to remain in St. Paul , where
Andrea and Jennifer attend Concordia
and Eric is finishing high school at Concordia Academy.
The family had moved previously: to
St. Paul from Seward NE, where Dr.
Harre served in various capacities, including Acting President , and before
that from Grosse Pointe Farms MI ,
where he was Assistant Pastor of St.
James Lutheran Church while earning
his doctorate at Wayne State University.
A native of Illinois and graduate of Mis-

PHYLLIS
(Continued from previous page)

Our parade of hats continues with one
which I've brought along to represent
the sporty side of the Guild . Now the
obvious connection here is the Guild
Run, and we are so pleased to see how
many are participating again this year.
But I went back into our history, and
found that many of our campus projects
have related to the sports interests of
students.

souri Synod schools, including Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, the new President is well known throughout the
church for writing, preaching, speaking
at conferences and retreats , and other
leadership activities .
"Valpa-Rain-Snow" has not always
cooperated, right? So, for all of you
sporty Guildies, this hat's for you!
Could we fail to include a knitted cap
in our collection? Hardly! This hat was,
perhaps, created with one continuous
length of yarn fas hioned into the usefu l
and attractive ski cap that it is. The
theme fo r this convention, "Knit Together in Love," was chosen with you
in mind , and I imagine you have already done some reflecting on ways in
which it applies to you and the members

We 've already mentioned the Guild
Courts in the Athletics-Recreation
Center, but did you remember that in
1973 we helped to fund the construction
of the .outdoor tennis courts? Later we
provided drinking fo untains for the
thirsty tennis players. A donation to the
Physical Education Department bought
equipment for our women gymnasts,
and as far back as 1950, we recognized
the sport of ping-pong with two tables
for Guild Hall .
But my real purpose in including this
baseball cap is to pay tribute to all those
sporty Guildies who have dutifull y,
skillfully, and most important, cheerfully maneuvered the course between
the Union and Scheele Hall. Not that it
isn' t easy to negotiate with well-maintained walkways, but only that you do
it so often in the course of a Guild
meeting on campus. And the weather in
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Diane, a dedicated pastor/professor/
president's wife, devoted mother, and
graduate of Concordia Teachers College, River Forest, has also managed to
carve out a niche for herself wherever
she has li ved. Already at Valpo she has
agreed to lend her computer expertise to
the Office of Uni versity Research while
the Research Assistant is on maternity
leave, and in these fe w short months
she has become widely recognized on
campus among students as well as faculty and staff. Diane joined the Guild at
the local chapter's fall meeting; she also
attended the fall convention to become
better acquainted with the organization
and its members.
The Gu ild is pleased to extend its
welcome to Alan and Diane Harre and
their children, and prays that their life
among us is a blessing to them, as we
know it will be to us.
D

of your chapter. Do continue to think on
that theme! We do hope that by the end
of the convention you will have gained
some added insig ht~ to take home with
you.
And so the Guild officers look at
you, and we surely like what we see!
You are certainly women who wear
many hats. At the same time, you are
women who have chosen to dedicate a
portion of your busy lives to a very
worthy cause-the very lives of current
and potential students at Valparaiso University. The education they receive here
wi ll prepare them to dedicate their
young lives to the worthiest of causesthat of service to their Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ. This does not confine them
to professional careers in the church; indeed it challenges them to seek ways in
which they will serve Him as Christian
laymen.
We have been talking about hafs, and
I think it's time for us, the Guild officers, to take our hats off to each and
every one of you. For you are the
Guild. You g ive so much of yourselves
to the mission of the Guild (and thus to
the University) that you keep us energized and encouraged. We have seen in
you what it really means to be "knit together in love."

Sheboygan banner

(Continued on page 23)
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CONVENTION OVER COFFEE
Joan Hofmeister, Sebewaing MI
As we drove west, under a cloudy,
wi ld-looking sky, I imagined a ball of
yam unrolling behind my car and every
other car or plane that was bringing
women to convene on the Valparaiso
campus. The image was of hundreds of
strings, stretching from every state to
mid-America. As each sister arrived, the
yams were gathered together in a big
bowknot , knitting us all together. While
the yam "yam" was a fantasy, the hugs
and kisses were real enough to steam up
my glasses and put me right at ease
after being absent from this scene for
two years.
The notes the Scheele residents leave
are always very friendly and accommodating. They provide a wonderful
service, giving up their nice, comfy
beds for us. The Thursday evening reception allowed us women to get better
acquainted with the sorority members.
They seemed eager to learn more about
the Guild. They asked, "What does the
Guild do?"
Before either Barbara Town of Hudson-Mohawk NY or I could take a deep
breath and begin to answer, they asked ,
" Why do you come to the convention?"
"To be knit together," we replied, "as a
group, with the students, and with ' this
place' " (as former Executive Director
Betsy Nagel liked to say).
The first meeting I went to was the
orientation session for "First-Timers."
First-Timers in attendance were young
and eager to learn . Late Friday night I
talked with two of them and asked what
impressed them most about the convention so far. Jan Stubenrauch, Boulder
CO, said the Thursday vesper service

REPORTER-Joan Hofmeister participates on
the convention floor.

was a highlight for her. Jane Caffee ,
Decatur Circuit IN, was impressed by
the warmth between the women. She
said she saw friends sharing pictures
and they really were interested in seeing
them; it reminded her of a loving family.
Jane is the daughter of Past National
President Wilma Jacobs, and it was
good to hear about her family. I was so
happy to see another former national officer, Miriam Griessel of the Gulf Coast
FL chapter; when I facetiously called
her a First-Timer she said, "Well , it's
the first time I've been here in seven
years!" And she was glad to be back.
Many women were touched by the
lovely vesper service Thursday night in
the Gloria Christi Chapel. "J hope they
do that every year," commented one.
What a knitting together in that brief
service of praise and glory to God in
song!

I was still talking to my roommate
Marge Towler of Naperville IL when
she dropped off to sleep, a refreshment
needed to prepare for a busy day on Friday.
After a long, early morning walk
around the campus, noticing some
changes, an hour or so of Bazaar shopping sounded enticing. Quality and ingenuity were evident everywhere! The
two lounge areas of the Union were
filled with displays-a shopper 's dream
come true. And shop we did! By midmorning Friday , Activities Chairman
Marlene Rakow reported an income so
far of $10,000. It grew to a record of
over $17,000 in two days.
A rousing brass ensemble made up of
campus musicians and a knit-together
message by Deaconess Louise Williams
got the business of the day off to a good
start.
It was heart-warming to see the spontaneous response when our former leaders Ber Ruprecht and Betsy Nagel were
introduced. We all felt knit together in
love with these two women. Deanna
Stritof, our official Valpo chapter hostess, likened each one of us Guild
women to a stitch in the afghan she was
knitting. What a beautiful analogyespecially since the afghan is multi-colored, still growing and, obviously, unfinished . An afghan also represents
something warm and cozy.
Greater Phoenix AZ and Medina OH
are the newest blocks in the Guild afghan. Marianne Halvorson is presiding
over the Medina chapter-the third
chapter of which she has been president.
Introduced as "cheerful , an eternal

I
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WELCOME BACK-Sharon Hersemann and Esther Kruger, left, greet
nc'v arrivals.
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SORORITY RECEPTION-Marilyn Eberhardt, Mishawaka-South Bend
chapter, chats with Jen Haertling, St. Louis MO, Joy Boettcheo·,
Milwaukee WI, and Sarah Silseth, Ft. Leavenworth KS.

Winter
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FIRST-TIMERS' GET-TOGETHER- Kay Schulz and Joanne Gatz, standing, orient convention
newcomers to who's who and what's what.

optimist, and organized ," President
Phyllis Schuessler certainly came across
exactly that way. She brought a wardrobe of hats that the officers wore, depicting the many areas of interest a
Guild woman is involved in: community
and church service, recruiting, artistic
activity, and even chauffeuring. The officers did a " Hats off to you, Guild
Women!" to end this clever, entertaining presentation.
The 2,826 dues-paying, project-working, me mbers of the Guild gave the
University $87 ,285 in project funds and
over $ 113 ,000 in total this past year. As
Treasurer Joanne Gatz said , that represents a lot of hard work and a lot of
love. We are indeed knit together when
we're working for VU.
Barbara Riethmeier, a former National Secretary, is the new Second Vice
President, and is to be commended for
commlltmg the next years to the
Guild- again. I hope we will see the
name of the other candidate, Judy Waetjen , on a ballot again soon.
Along with producing and marketing
the Guild Calendar, Paula Strietelmeier
worked with students and the Art department to choose an original C hrist-

mas card for the Guild to use and to
sell. Debbie Petersen, a Guild daughter
from Orlando FL, created the ·lovely
card. Calendar funds were granted to
the Reutlingen, Germany, overseas
study center for furnishings for the Director's apartment. There have been no
improvements there for twenty years, although it has been lived in by ten different families!

any knitting project; no matte r how
much you unravel, He is still there to
rebuild on.
It was good to hear Dean Vance say
that this has been a good fall at V U. He
credited Gu ild women fo r helping increase the freshman class by 18%. He
assured us that theology studies are still
a central part of the Freshman Program,
and that the faculty recognized that life
is more than food and raiment. Personto-Person is working well , he said, urging us to " Keep up the good work!"

The Guild wi ll be 58 years old on
April 13, 1989. Six Golden Anni versary
chapters
received
certificates
of
commendation on their fifty years of
service, including my own chapter,
Sebewaing . We still have one charter
member , Margaret Gaeth, who attends
acti vit ies as ofte n as possible. The other
five honorees were Beloit WI, Elgin IL,
Maumee Valley OH, Mt. Clemens District MI, and Wausau WI.

Our scholarship fund got a big boost
from the estate of a long-time Milwaukee
Guild
member,
Amalia
Sulewsky. She left the Guild $5,000,
and the convention voted to use it fo r
the fund. I'm sure Molly would be
pleased; scho larships live on and on.

All the wh ile Dot Nuechterlein was
giving her Executive Director report she
was knitting-lite rally. She wi ll resign
her position next year, sad to say , as
her husband has a new position in New
York. She re minded us that VU remains
a symbol of love: love of learning, love
for the Lord, love for one another. She
likened Christ to the anchor stitch of

In order for our scholarshi p program
to li ve on, though, we have to get very
serious about selling cookbooks. Those
of us who were not directly affected
may not have given the October 1987
stock market "fall" much thought, but it
affected the investments that support ou r
Guild Scholarship money. We are
$200,000 behind in our goal right now,

SPECIAL SCHOLAR- How can anyone ns studious as senior Guild
Scholar Kyle Otten of Battle Creek MI be so witty, too?
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CONVENTION THEME-Gabi Katt, Hawaii,
knits while she listens.

GUILD BUSINESS-Past National Treasure•· Shirley Honold,
Sheboygan, addresses a point concerning bylaws.
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LIGHT MOMENT-Dean of the Chape l
Daniel Brockopp thanks the Guild for Chape l
r e novations.

THEY'RE OFF- Guild Run coordina to•· j an Schlegelmilch pulls the trigge r to get nmne rs a nd
walkers on theil· way to bringing in ove1· $2,000 in pledges.

so if we think we have sold cookbooks
to everyone we know, we had better
scurry around and find a new group of
buyers-fast!
T he convention is always del ighted
and motivated by heari ng from stude nts,
and the freshmen and senior Scholars a ll
spoke briefly. They arc grateful for our
fi nancial and psychological support, and
al l are very impressive young people.
Senior Kyle Otten is majoring in both
biology and theology; he said, "Biology
is a study of life; theology is putting
some meani ng into that life."
Eighty-eight eager, happy runners and
walkers signed up for the annual Gui ld
Fun Run , taking off on a beautiful afternoon; their pledges will bring in over
$2,000 for the Project Fund.
One of the nicest messages we heard
all weekend was given by theology
Prof. Dale Lasky. He said that new
Un iversity President Alan Harre was
surprised at the strong loyalty that
alumni and friends have for "this place"
and he intended to do some research
and find out why. Dr. Lasky replied

knitting that takes place in the Guild.
The ki nd of knitting Chapter Consultant
Linda Lohrmann atte mpted to do with
troubled c hapte rs is in knowing that
sometimes stress binds a unit together.
If we can see beyond an immediate concern , we can still be a Guild because of
the Jove we share.

AMEN CORNE R-Phyll is Sehuessle•· is
welcomed by !\!arty Ma ttes into the Past
Presidents' club.

that the ki nd of knitting that is done at
VU is not clone with needles, but
th rough the word of God and Jove for
one another-the kind of kn itting that
Jove performs. This is the way God gets
His work done.
Membership Chair Kathy Parsons
says you can teach a new G uildi e old
tricks if we wi ll just not keep our organ ization a secret, but through cari ng
and sharing te ll new women about the

PRELI.\11!\"ARY .\IEETI:-\G-A.O. lla roldine Witto, M ea VI; .\lichigan
State Unit president Innic Roggow; A. D. Betty Eckcnfels, Area VIU ;
and A. D. j udy Wolff, Area lX prepare for convention duties.
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Community Re lations Chair Norma
May had two great suggestions: use VU
Sunday to te ll congregational children
that there is a place where learning and
spirituality are knit togethe r, and rep~
sent Yalpo at church conventions, with
materials from the VU Department o f
Church Re lations.
For me , one of the highlights of the
convention was hearing President Harre
for the first time . I had heard earlier
from a faculty me mber that he combines
the qualities of his predecessors: he has
the charisma of Dr. O . P. Kretzmann ,
the business acumen of Dr. Huegli , and
the academic discernme nt of Dr.
Schnabel. I was not disappointed . We
are very fortu nate-blessed by God, indeed- to have him .

DISCUSSION Tl.\1 E-Janc Caffee, Decatur Circuit , asks a question ,
while judy Brooks, Quad Cit y; Sylvia Luekcns, Harbor Lights; and
Linda Lohrmann, Walla Wa lla, wait the ir turn.

Winter

EFFECTIVE PANEL-Ralph ller, class of 1985, and Debra H ill , law
student, tell about their criminal justice internships, as sociology
professor Pe te r Venturelli leads the discussion.

In thanking the Guild for refurbishing
the Chapel Baptistery and providing
choir risers and other improvements in
the Chapel galle ry, Pastor Brockopp,
the University Pastor , quoted Luke
24:22: "Ce rtain women of our company
amazed us."
Another treat was to hear two alumni
and a senior student tell of their Criminal Justice internship experie nces with
great enthusiasm . When asked about the
value of their Christian education when
dealing with the problems e ncountered ,
they made these comments: "Without
Christi an faith, I couldn ' t do it day after
day"; " It is hard to make the cho ice to
stay on a recovery syste m without faith
in God"; and " You start with your
Christian background when making responses to situations."
I was amazed to hear that the Guild

B & B program has brought the treasury
$4 ,926 over the years. That's a lot of
beds and breakfasts!
Deliberation on the 1988-89 project
can be found elsewhe re in the Bulletin
in more detail than I can recall , but I do
remember a good , open discussion , and
wanting to say, "Let's go fo r it !"
The closing moments of a convention, especially when the presidency
changes hands, can be very e motional.
Phy llis d id very well during the resolution of gratitude for her services , which
have blessed the Guild. In return she
found herself blessed through the Guild.
Now Phyllis becomes the new c hairperson of the Amen Comer and Maril yn
Krueger accepts the tre mendous responsibility o f guiding the Guild into the
'90s. "Our God , Our Help in Ages Past
.. ." Thank You.
g)

NEW C HAPTERS-A. D.s and member s of two ne w chaptea·s ar e
introduced: from left , A.D . Be tty Ecke nfels with Shirley Stohs and
Ma rianne Halvorsen of Medina, and Nancy Goehring of Greate r
Phoenix with A. D. Sylvia Lue ke ns.
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COAST-TO-COAST SHOPPING-Guild women from across the
country can be spotted here, looking over bazaar wares.

SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS-The Ar ch a nd skyline
of her hometown frame the spirited banquet
Toashnistress Hazel Bimlc r.

CETTI C ACQUAINTED-Lydia Knaeckenbea·g, Clintonville; Irma
Schmalz, Minneapolis; Jennifea· Love-Pruitt , Harbor Lights; and Carole
Handrock, E lgin , gather a round D r. Haa·re.
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F:rom the Executive Director

KNITTING AND LOVE
Once upon a time, after my freshman
year in college (which was right here at
Valparaiso Uni versity), I had a summer
job working in a girl 's camp in the
Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania.
Now this was before Valparaiso University bought that resort and used it as a
conference center and "nice place to be
in the summertime." I was there before
that.
During that summer I learned how to
knit. Counselors in a girl's camp don't
have a great social life-each of us on
the staff was allowed one evening to get
together to socialize with the boy's
camp counselors, and on the weekend
there might be a square dance or a
movie or something, but most of the
time when there was any free time we
just socialized with one another, and
everyone else was knitting, so I learned ,
too.
Now at that point in my life there
was a special young man , and I decided
that since I was learning to knit I would
make him some argyle sox. I hear some
knowing laughs! Those of you who
maybe are too young to know much
about argyles, or who have never knitted, might not realize that that's probably one of the most difficult projects for
a beginner to make because so many
different things are involved in making
argyles.
Now it's worth doing something difficult for someone you love, right?
However, before I got to the complicated part of "turning the heel" I
realized that, alas, I had felt this was
love, but it wasn' t. So I thought, let's
put those sox away in a drawer some-

where and wait for some more appropriate time, and I turned to knitting
sweaters for myself.
There were a couple other young men
that entered my life in the next few
years, but that wasn't love, either. But
then in my senior year along came
somebody named Nuechterlein-and I
waited a while before I took those sox
out of the drawer, believe me! But just
before we were married I finally
finished the argyles and presented them
to him. They had become in my mind
a symbol of love: he was worth turning
the heel for! And he wore them quite
faithfully for a while.
However, times and styles and fashions change, and after a while the argyles were worn less frequently- which
was just fine with me, because they
were wool and needed to be hand
washed , and by that time I was washi ng
diapers and doing the other things
mothers of three young children have to
do. So I didn't mind that he wore them
only occasionally.
Then when the youngest was a year
old I went back to work , and out of
love for me, Jim took over some sharing of household responsibilities, including doing some of the laundry . Those of
you who are laughing must have read
my speech ahead of time! Yes , you've
got it- he decided on one bright day to
wear those argyles, and the next day he
did the laundry and I didn 't tell him you
do not put them in the washing
machine, and they came ou t about half
their normal size. So the symbol of love
was put away in the drawer again, this
time for keeps. I couldn't bear to throw

DOT NUECHTERLEI N

them away, but they were, after all,
only a symbol.
Now let's go back to that year I was
at camp. When I got home at the end
of the summer my brother picked me up
from the Greyhound station and said ,
"Guess what? Mom and Dad are moving again." My father was a pastor; we
had moved several times in my growing
up years, and home to me was wherever
the family was. But now I wasn't where
the family was very often, so when they
moved I visited them in their new
home, but it wasn' t my home any more.
The places where we had lived previously had always seemed temporary-so
guess what became "home" to me?
Right here: Valparaiso University.
When I graduated in 1960 I thought
to myself that I would like to come
back here to stay forever and ever, and
I used to tease Jim that I married him
partly because he was going to be a college professor and that would be my
way of getting back here. Twenty years
later, in 1980, we did return. We had
been back briefly a couple of times, but
now we came to stay- and I got a job
here before he did! So he followed me
here. And that whole time, from graduation until our return, Valparaiso remained another symbol of love for me,
as it has to this very day.
There is a lot of love in this place.
There's love of learning: that's the
foundation of any university. There is
love for the Lord here, because this
isn't just li ke any university-this one is
Christ-centered. And there is love for
our fellows, for one another, because
again it isn' t just like any other place.
Now we don't talk about Valpo = love
very often: it's not quite sophisticated to
(Continued on nert page)
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DOT
(Continued from page 12)

say that. We probably do more livi ng of
it , showing it, than talking about it. But
it 's here.
Now as I have visited your chapters
many of you have heard me say that
Valpo is not heaven. Whatever our
propaganda seems to convey, if you
spend any time here you know we have
the same ki nd of problems that are
everywhere e lse. We are sinful human
beings, and we act like it. But what we
ha9e here is love-God's love working
through many people. We are joined together in many ways because of that
love: Christ' s love for us, and in us,
and through us to one another. So Valpo
may not be heaven, but there aren' t any
strangers in this room, and you and I
know it is a lot closer to heaven than a
lot of other places are!
And in these years I have come to
know that the Valparaiso University
Guild is another example of heavenly
love. I have been at home here, both in
the Un iversity and very much in the
Guild. But now, as some of you know ,
I am beginning my last year as the
Guild Executive Director. This has all
happened very suddenly, and I was not
quite ready for it. Last summer during
my first meeting with Preside nt Harre I
told him I expected to stay in the Guild
office only another two years, three at
the most. There were a number of
reasons for this, the primary one being
that at the time I began this position I
was about to start my doctoral dissertation , and I thought I could do that on
the side. Ha! This isn't the sort of position that allows one to think too long
about too many other things . As Betsy
Nagel told me, this position becomes
your life, and it has been a wonderful
way to live my life; but I have this
other goal , too, which has been with me
for a long time.
So my plan was to give the new University Preside nt and the Guild Board
and everyone else the chance to work
together for a couple of years for a
smooth transition. But in August my
husband was invited to become the editor of a journal in New York Ci ty which
is very similar to the Cresset , the VU
journal he has edi ted during these years.
We talked about it a great deal, but I
knew when he first told me about it that
this was the right thing for us to do; my
strong feeling early in the summer was
preparing me for the change. Jim's re-
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sponsibilities begin in January, but I
will stay until June. So we have nine
months to find my successor, and it
seems to me it' s very appropriate for a
women's organization to talk about
anticipating something for nine months!
I am delighted that Jim has this opportunity to use his gifts even more
fully than in the past. But it is also nice
for me. And just think: whe n the time
comes for me to apply for another position, having VU Guild Executive Director on my resume is going to need
some explaining, and boy, wait till they
hear what that means! I have learned so
much- I have gained so much in all of
my associations with you , and have
been given opportunities to do many
things I couldn ' t have imagined. You
have given thi s to me, and I have loved
every bit of it.
And the thing about being in the
Guild is that there is this wonderful,
magnificent excuse to come back here
twice a year. This is still " home," and
it always will be; both the University
and the Guild will stay in my heart, no
matter what. But now there are these remaining months to help plan what happens next.
And what does happen next, do you
think, in this organization? More and
better. Because of course this isn ' t my
Guild (although in a sense each of us
can say, "This is my Guild"). But it is
a corporate body that is knit together in
love, in faith , and that is demonstrated
in everything that goes on here . Even in
the sometimes difficult things that come
along we know that we are together in
the love of Christ, and that colors all of
our re lationships with one another, as it
energ izes us for the mission we feeland that doesn ' t depend on individuals.
We have a transition from President to
President every couple of years , and the
entire Board c hanges in a short time. In

your chapte rs, too, officers changealthough I know that in some chapters
what you do is trade o ffices back and
forth!
The Guild has some e mphases in
some periods of time and those emphases are perhaps related to the character and personality of the leadership, including the Director. So what is ahead
for my successor? Well , we don't know
who that is. She might be someone who
is in this room; she might be someone
who lives in this community; or she
might be someone in your home town .
We don't know who she is, but we do
know something about what she is.
She's not going to be like me. I wasn't
like Betsy, Betsy wasn't like Be r, Ber
wasn't like So. We have many things in
common, but you give us the freedom
to develop ourselves and to help infl ue nce you in our own way. It's a reciprocal kind of thing, and that wi ll continue no matter who the person is who
is standing he re next year at this time.
We can have confide nce about it all
because of our knitting. It seemed to me
I should say something about unraveling, because if you' re a kn itter you
know that now and then you may drop
a stitc h, or things happen and your work
begins to come apart. But you know,
you can unravel a whole piece down to
the very e nd , but the re is always one
stitc h left. That's the anchor, and everything builds from that original stitch.
The original stitch of the Guild is not
the Guild. It isn't our foremo thers,
those wise people who designed what
this organization would be like. It isn ' t
even the University. No, the original
stitch, the Guild's anchor, is our Lord,
and we build on Him , together. We kni t
ourselves and we are knit by Him . And
as you and I come and go, that wi ll remain forever.
&;:::!

OUR TREASURED F RIENDS-VU President Alan F. Harre is in good company with his
predecessors, Albert G. Huegli, left , and Robert V. Schnabel.
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AROUND THE GUILD WORLD
CONVENTION SCHEDULING

UPDATE ON TEACHER PLACEMEN T

Each year before or after the annual September convention the Gu ild Board is asked
by so me members whether it would be possible to alter the dates in the future, with
business sessions kept to the weekend to enable employed women to participate more
fu lly. As things stand at present, a number
of chapter presidents and representatives are
unable to arrive on campus until late Friday
o r early Saturday, thus missing out on a fu ll
day of important Guild info rmation and inspiration.

Yo u may recall that the Teacher Placement
Office of the Department of Education received part of the 1987 Gu ild Calendar Fund
to establish a "Hotline" telephone answering
service to inform education graduates of
teaching vacancies.
You might like to know that during JuneAugust of 1988, 35 7 calls were received on
this equipment. Vacanc ies were recorded on
Tuesdays and Fridays, and graduates were
sent the number so that they could place
calls at their convenience, even at night or
on weekends. Dr. Sandra S. Michelsen,
Placement Director, wrote in her annual report : "Thi s system appeared to be very effective and much positi ve feedback was received .·· She also reported that a higher percentage of graduates are now going into
teaching fields (93% of the class of 1988)
rather than finding employment outside the
profess ion.

A similar problem surfaced several years ago
with regard to the February Executive Counc il. The schedule was altered on a trial basis
in 1985: although a few women were inconvenienced, most fo und it to be beneficial.
However, the convention involves many
more people and comes at a different time of
year; thus the Board is reluctant to init iate
any change unti l it can determine what the
preferences of the general membership might
be.
We plan to ci rculate a survey on a number
of G uild issues in the coming months, and
this is one question that wi ll be asked .
Please g ive it some thought , discuss it wi th
others, and give the Board the benefit of
your opinio n on the matter. Thanks in advance .

The Placement staff assists alumni as well as
recent g raduates; nearly 200 former students
contacted the Offi ce o r reactivated their credential files during 1987-88. Statistics are
also kept o n salary averages and the discrepancies that exist between Lutheran and public schools at both the elementary and
secondary levels.

PLAN AHEAD
State Meetings
April 25 , 1989
Wisconsin State Unit, Sheboygan WI
May 6, 1989
Michigan S tate Unit, Midland MI
Guild National Convention
September 2 1-24 , 1989-Valparaiso IN
VU Homecoming
October 2 1, 1989-Valparaiso IN
VU Parents Day
November I I, 1989-Valparaiso IN

MAGIC BOWS REVIS ITED
Remember our nearly nationwide Magic
Bows project of five years ago? Some chapters continue to fi nd this to be a good fundraiser in their commun ities. They report that
the 3M Co mpany has developed several
more bow styles that are often still unavailable in stores.
If your chapter would like to explore the
Bows possibi lity. a new d istributor is now in
business with a toll free number. It is B.
Wade Enterprises, Inc., of Ames lA, phone
1/800/232-2697. They will gladly send you
in formatio n o n their supplies.

" SOUTHERN HOMECOMING"
Anita Unrath , president of the Tampa chapter, repo rts a successfu l venture in sunny
Florida: they invited VU alumni , prospective
students, and other friends to celebrate
Homecoming the same day it was held "up
North ."
" I had hoped for 50 people," wrote Anita .
" We had 6 1!'' She advertised prizes for the
o ldest T-shirt and yearbook and got both
from the ' 50s. The oldest person attending
was
Past
National
President
Jackie
Jungemann 's father, Carl Wagemann , and
the youngest was the 9-week-old son of
Vicar Paul Sheyder, class of '84. Anita's
mother, Ella Pennekamp , spoke to the group
on behalf of the University Board of Directors and several women joined the Gui ld .

VALPO IN FLO RIDA-Ta mpa chapter president Anita Unrath leads the Florida-style VU
Homecoming.

COLORADO COLUMBINE-If you pass a red and wh ite England
truck a nywher e in the U. S. , honk at the driver: she might be Janie
Lichtfuss!
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VU I NFORMATION- Forme r Wisconsin State Unit president Coral
Rose, f01·cground, moved to CT but took VU with he r , and or ganize d
a shar ing session with othe r alumni and fr iends in her church.

Winter

WHAT ABOUT THIS YEAR'S MAJOR PROJECT?
When the Guild Board asked University officials last spring to suggest needs that could
be filled by the 1988-89 Project Fund, the
response was not long in coming. As usual,
several possibilities were suggested, desirable items and equipment that do not fit into
regular budgets. " However," said Vice President Gary Greinke, who as head of the Development Department is the University's
chief fund-raiser, "what we need most of all
right now is assistance with our Dream of
Distinction ."
He went o n to explain that several years ago
the Indiana-based Lilly Endowment, Inc.,
which has been generous to VU on many occasions, challenged the state's institutions of
higher education to apply for matching
grants to provide needed resources that had
little hope of being obtained in other ways .
Under the leadership of then President
Schnabel , Valparaiso's application was one

GUILD GOODIES
Does your chapter have a special item for
sale you think might appeal to those living
in other parts of the country? Why not consider making it a Guild Goodie and having
it advertised regularly in the Guild Bulletin
(see page 30).
While some chapters have done a substantial
amount of mail-order business, most have
found that the real value of the ads is in
keeping these products in people's minds, so
that they are more likely to look for them at
the convention bazaar, saving themselves
postage costs. Also , Guild Goodies are usually the only items sold during Executive
Council meetings.
Originally Goodies were to have been items
especially associated with a region of the
country, but that is no longer a requirement.
(Aspen Leaf Jewelry and Minnesota Wild
Rice are examples of regional specialties that
remain on the list.)
Application forms for Guild Goodies may be
obtained from the Guild office. Think about
it !
OUR FAME GROWS!
Mary Speckhard, a 1989 graduate now employed as a VU Admissions Counselor,
stopped in the Guild office recently. She had
just returned from an out-of-state trip to Admissions fairs held jointly with other Lutheran colleges. Besides answering questions
from prospective students, Mary said she
found herself talking about the Guild-the
other representatives wanted to know if she
had brought VU Guild members to help in
her booth !
"When I was a student ," Mary told us, "I
knew that the Guildies came to campus a
couple of times a year, and they raised a lot
of money to provide things for the University. I assumed every college had a Guild.
Now I find out they do n't, but wherever I
go, all of these other college reps are saying
they sure wish they did!"
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of only a few chosen by Lilly. They pledged
to grant us $500,000 if by December 31 ,
1989, the University can raise an equal sum
to bring the total to $ 1 million. This amount
being over and above the on-going Crusade
drive, it was felt that having the Guild be a
part of the challenge, rather than taking o n
a separate project, would help insure that the
challenge would be met.
The VU request was for three major improvements: automation of Moellering Library ,
Instructional
Telecommunication
equipment, and advanced Scientific Instrumentation , plus a sum for maintenance.
After the convention voted to accept this assistance as part of our project commitment
for the year, President Marilyn Krueger
asked Mr. Greinke to identify one aspect of
the grant that could be labeled the Guild
share. Since the amount we expect to contribute ($40-45,000) is what is needed for

the Telecommunicatio n system improvements bene fiting the College of Nursing, it
was decided to have the Guild focus o n that
aspect of the overall plan.
The remainder of our project contributions is
being split in several ways. The few
thousand dollars remaining from the previous
project having been paid, a permanent concession stand at Brown Field-used by the
Valparaiso chapter at football games, the
profits of which are returned to the Project
Fund-will be constructed before the 1989
season. In addition, ten percent of the total
project monies will be given to the Robert
V. Schnabel Endowed Fund for Church Relations , established by the VU Board of Directors to support Dr. Schnabel's dream of
having the University and the Church work
together through the coming years.

COOKBOOK SCHOLARSHIP FUND DISASTER
Citizens without a stock portfolio may not
have realized at the time how serio usly affected the entire country would be by the
stock market "crash" in the fall of 1987. It
turns out that o ne of the Guild 's favori te
projects, the Scholarship Fund endowed
through the sales of Gui ld cookbooks, suffered greatly in the melee.
It was not until spring, after the 1988 awards
had been announced, that University fi nancial managers determined that the income
from the fund investments was insuffic ient to
support the Guild's commitment to eight
$2,000 awards for fo ur years apiece. Since
it is an endowment, o nly the interest earned
on the principal is available for scholarships.
This is a short-term problem , of course; as
the books are sold , the fund will be built to
a level that will once again provide the
needed resources. However, as this is written, indications are that we are still short and
will be able to name only one freshman
Scholar for fall 1989. If each of us gives just
two Guild cookbooks as gifts in the coming
months, we will be back where we want to
be in no time at all.

NOTE: Special gifts to the fund are also
welcome. A memorial for Martha Schwan,
faithful Guild member from the Cleveland
chapter who died last spring , was given by
her family to help support Guild Scholars. In
addition, the convention voted to apply a
$5,000 bequest from Amal ia Sulewsky of
the Milwaukee Afternoon chapter, a former
teacher especially interested in education, to
the Cookbook Fund.

SUPER PHOTOGRAPHER-M. Rcw Daraii,
a native of Iran and 1989 VU grad, has
e ndeared himself to the Guild for the past two
years.

SOUTHERN BELLES-Area IX A.D. Judy Wolff (front row, white suit) got all of her Area's
conventioneers together for a memorable photo.
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GREETINGS-Freshman Guild Scholar Tana
Netsch , Omaha NE, says hello to the Guild.

SPARKLER-A.D. Ann Louise Beese, Area I,
is all smiles at the convention suppe1·.

PARLIAMENTARY PRO-Lynn Bahls is
honored fo1· her 15 years of service in keeping
the Guild in sync with Robert's Rules.

MIXING BUSINESS WITH PLEASURE-Chaptc•· Consultant Margaret Zobel, center, talks
things over with p•·csidents of two new chapters, Marian Yunghans of Northwest Corner and
Mil'iam Griessel of Gulf Coast.

SELECI'IVE SHOPPER-Bethany Roark,
New Orleans, d isplays some bazaar specialties.

WINNERS ALI.r-The age group champs of the Guild Run/Walk/Crawl display their trophies.
Senior Paul Sanfm·d of Valparaiso, back left , was the first ac1·oss the finish line.

SURPRISE!- Marilyn Krueger's chapter
brings he r balloons just as she takes office.

TWO SETS OF SISTERS-Another fam ily grouping at the convention arc, fi'Om left, Jan Wozniak
of Michigan City, he•· mother Alma Gidley of Mishawaka-South Bend, siste r Marilyn Dulmatch of
Battle C1·eck, and aunt Ella Reinking, also Mishawaka-South Bend.
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HONORED GUEST-Arlene Laesch, right,
receives the O.P. K1·etzmann Award from
Alumni President Sue Steinbrueckc1·.
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MINUTES
of the
57th ANNUAL CONVENTION
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD
September 22-25, 1988
"Be encouraged as you are
KNIT TOGETHER IN LOVE"
Colossians 2:2

The 57th Annual Convention of the Valparaiso University Guild was called to order by Phyllis Schuessler President, at 10:05 a.m. on Friday, September
23, '1988, in the Great Hall of the Valparaiso University Union.
Opening devotions were led by Louise Williams,
Executive Director of the Lutheran Deaconess Association. Devotions were based on the convention
theme and a reading from Ephesians 4. Music was
provided by the Valparaiso University Brass Ensemble under the direction of Prof. Thomas Trimborn.
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
The President welcomed all members in attendance at the convention, especially those attending
their first national Guild meeting. She then introduced
the other members of the Board of Directors of the
VU Guild: 1st Vice President Marilyn Krueger, 2nd
Vice President Paula Sauer, Secretary Kay Schulz,
Treasurer Joanne Gatz and Executive Director Dot
Nuechterlein· and Lynn Bahls, Parliamentarian. Also
introduced ..,;ere the members of .the Guild Office
staff: Esther Kruger, Coordinator of Special Services,
and Sharon Hersemann, Administrative Assistant;
and Ruth Hanna, Managing Editor of the Bulletin.
The chair then introduced past national Guild Presidents Irma Schmalz, Bette Froehlich, Lynn Bahls,
Beata Madoerin, Janie Lichtfuss, Jackie Jungemann,
Virginia Amling, and Marty Mattes. Also introduced
were past Executive Directors of the Guild, Ber Ruprecht and Betsy Nagel.

Deanna Stritof, representing the Valparaiso Chapter, conveyed greetings to the assembly.
REPORT OF THE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
Pat Bibler, reporting for the Credentials Committee,
moved that the roll of 21 0 registered members be the
official roll of voting members of the convention.

Motion carried. One registered guest was also in
attendance.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON
STANDING RULES
By direction of the Board of Directors, the Secretary moved adoption of the convention standing

rules, as follows:
1. When addressing the chair, a member shall
speak at a microphone, giving name and chapter affiliation.
2. Motions and amendments from the floor shall be
submitted in writing, signed by the maker and
the seconder, and presented to the Secretary.
3. Notices of announcements shall be submitted in
writing to the Executive Director.
Motion adopted.
ADOPTION OF CONVENTION PROGRAM
By direction of the Board of Directors, 1st Vice
President Marilyn Krueger moved adoption of the
convention program as printed.

Motion adopted.
INTRODUCTION OF CONVENTION COMMITTEES
The President introduced the members of convention committees:

Minutes Approval Committee:
Miriam Griessei-Gulf Coast FL
Barbara Potter-Indianapolis IN
Resolutions Committee:
Liz DeMik, Chair-Northern Virginia VA
Catherine Graef- Milwaukee Suburban WI
Chita Easton-Rochester NY
Convention Reporter:
Joan Hofmeister-Sebewaing Ml
APPOINTMENT OF TELLERS
The following were appointed and served as tellers
for the convention:

Barbara Town, Chair
Lorraine Dessau
Janet Tysse
Ann Collard
Vera Betker
Maybelle Marks
Marian Yunghans
Martha Schmidt
Arlene Adams
Peggy Hewitt

RECOGNITION OF NEW CHAPTERS

Sylvia Luekens, Area IV Director, introduced
Nancy Goehring of the new Greater Phoenix AZ.
chapter. Betty Eckenfels, Area VIII Director, introduced Marianne Halvorson and Shirley Stohs of the
Medina OH chapter.
NEW CHAPTER RESOLUTION/PRESENTATION
TO THE NEW CHAPTERS
The Resolution Committee moved adoption of the
following resolution:

WHEREAS, A primary purpose of the Valparaiso
University Guild is to create and develop a continued
interest in Valparaiso University as an institution of
Christian higher learning, and
WHEREAS, Due to the dedicated efforts of Guild
representatives, Guild officers and Area Directors,
two new chapters have been organized in the past
year; therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That the Greater Phoenix AZ. and the
Medina OH chapters be affirmed into membership in
the Valparaiso University Guild; and be it further
RESOLVED, That the women of the Valparaiso
University Guild cordially welcome these two new
chapters.
Following unanimous adoption of the resolution,
Executive Director Dot Nuechterlein presented charters and gavels to the two newest Guild chapters.
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL PRESIDENT
The report to the Guild of President Phyllis
Schuessler, entitled "Hats Off to the Guild!," is
printed in the Winter 1988-89 edition of the Bulletin.
REPORT OF THE MINUTES APPROVAL COMMITTEE
The Minutes of the 1987 Guild convention were reviewed and approved by Mary Burns-Union County
OH, and Betty Clark-Detroit MI. The chair therefore
declared the Minutes approved as printed in the
Winter 1987-88 edition of the Bulletin.
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL TREASURER
Following is the report of Joanne Gatz, Treasurer,
for fiscal year 1987-88:
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TREASURER
July 1, 1987 - June 30, 1988
BEGINNING CASH POSITION AT July 1, 1987 . . . . $ 19,528.86
RECEIPTS
University Fund ............ . .. . .
Operating/Project Fund . . . . . . . . . . .
Bed & Breakfast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coffee & Prayer Fund . . . . . . . . . . .
Guild Special . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Celebration Cards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cookbook Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Calendar Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Calendar Reserve Fund . . . . . . . • . .
Interest Earned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Estate Income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bazaar Overage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

19,680.00
133,199.79
4,926.00
62.50
1,330.00
1,202.00
10,175.00
5,872.31
1,000.00
3,538.06
5,000.00
38.17

DISBURSEMENTS
To Valparaiso University
Project Fund . . ... .... . . . . . . •. • .
Calendar Fund ................ .
Guild Special . . .... . ... . ....... .
University Fund ..... . .... . .. ... .
Cookbook Scholarship Endowment .
Celebration Cards ........ . ..... .
Subtotal . . . . ......... .. ..... .

113,281.36

Travel - Administration . .. . ..... .
- Chapter Presidents .. . .. .
Operating/Administrative Expense . .
Bulletin .......... . . . . . ........ .
Printing/Stationery ..... ..... .. . . .
Bazaar Expense ... .. . . . . ... . . .
Calendar - Printing (19ll8 calendars) .
- Calendar Reserve Fund .

18,417.98
28,225.23
4,321 .32
9,297.53
2,303.07
207.96
2,309.00
1,000.00

87,285.05
1,472.31
1,490.00
11,612.00
10,175.00
1,247.00

Miscellaneous:
Gifts/Memorials .... . .. .. . . . 285.89
Senior Women's Dinner (1987) 92.50
Senior Women's Dinner {1988)
49.23

427.62

Total Disbursements ...... . ..... .. .......... 179,791.07
Ending Cash Position at June 30, 1988 . .. ..... $ 25,761.62

The Treasurer emphasized that the Guild's remittance to the University last year was more than
$113,000. Of this amount, more than $87,000 was
applied to the Project Fund to meet the Guild's twoyear pledge to the University.
The Treasurer commented that membership cards
and dues were not received from those chapters
listed in the convention program as having zero
members. The total number of dues-paying members
for the fiscal year 1987-88 was 2,826.
REPORT OF THE AUDITOR
The report of the auditor, Diane K. Mawe, C.P.A.,
was read by the Secretary.

The report was adopted.
PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1988-89
For the information of the assembly, the Treasurer
reviewed the proposed Guild budget guidelines for
the period July 1, 1988 - June 30, 1989:
Travel - Chapter Presidents ........ $30,750.00
Travel - Administration . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000.00
Bulletin (2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,800.00
Printing/Stationery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,000.00
Operating/Administrative Expenses . . . 4,000.00
Senior Women's Dinner . . . . . . . . . . . .
350.00
Gifts/Memorials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100.00
Miscellaneous . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500.00
$68,500.00

Approved by Guild Board, May, 1988.
REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Janie Lichtfuss, Nominating Committee Chair, introduced the candidates.

Total Cash Receipts. . . . . . ... ......... . . . .

186,023.83

Total Cash Available . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

205,552.69

For President:
Marilyn Krueger-Milwaukee WI
For 1st Vice President:
Paula Sauer-Worthington OH

For 2nd Vice President:
Barbara Riethmeier-Victor NY
Judy Waetjen-Eugene OR
Each candidate responded with prepared answers
to questions assigned in advance.
REPORT OF THE GUILD GOODIES
COMMITIEE
Marilyn Krueger, 1st Vice President, highlighted
the many items that are available as Guild Goodies.
These items are listed in each edition of the Guild
Bulletin.
REPORT OF THE CALENDAR CHAIRMAN
Chairman Paula Strietelmeier displayed the 1989
Guild calendar which features pictures of works from
the university's Museum of Art. The price for the
1989 calendar is $2.50.
This committee has also worked on the preparation and printing of a Guild Christmas card. Five
thousand of the cards were printed and if all are
sold, the Guild will realize a profit of $1,000.
CALENDAR RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the
allocation of 1988 Guild calendar profits; the resolution contained a blank.
The chair called on 1st Vice President Marilyn
Krueger to present the Calendar Fund proposals for
voting by the assembly.
1. Color Guard uniforms
2. Math Department: computer projection pad
3. Mortar Board: student research endowment
4. Reutlingen furnishings
LUNCHEON RECESS
The luncheon prayer was offered by Nancy Goehring of the Greater Phoenix AZ. chapter, representing
the new chapters. The convention recessed at 11 :55
a.m. and reconvened at 1:40 p.m.
REPORT OF THE TELLERS:
CALENDAR FUND
Barbara Town, Chair, reported the following
for the tellers:
Distribution #1: Number of votes cast
Necessary for election
Results:
Color Guard
Reutlingen
Math Department
Mortar Board

results

RECOGNITION OF THE GOLDEN CHAPTERS
Executive Director Dot Nuechterlein introduced the
representatives from chapters celebrating 50th anniversaries of their charters and presented them with
certificates commemorating the many years of service to the Guild. These chapters were: Beloit WI,
Elgin IL, Maumee Valley OH, MI. Clemens District
Ml, Sebewaing Ml, and Wausau WI.
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The report of the Executive Director, Dot Nuechterlein, focused on the convention theme "Knit Together." Included in the report was the announcement of the resignation of this Executive Director at
the end of fiscal year 1989. A complete summary of
the report is printed in the Winter Bulletin.
UNIVERSITY TOPIC: THE FRESHMAN PROGRAM
Dr. Forrest Vance, Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, reported on the Freshman Program. The
university has as its philosophy that the general education requirements should include an integrated understanding of many areas. The freshman studies
program is a four-course core of experiences. These
courses include English, History, Theology, and the
Freshman Seminar. The Seminar portion of this core
can include an enormous gamut of contents. Students cover a variety of tex1s, write several papers,
and also make some oral presentations. Students
work with one another on various problems during
the course of this seminar. Dr. Vance stressed that
the entire faculty is committed to the ideas espoused
in the Freshman Program. He feels that the Guild
can contribute to the recruitment of students by understanding this program and presenting the fact of
the existence of this university to these students. The
Guild can also continue to help provide financial resources for Valparaiso University.
REPORT OF THE BYLAWS COMMITIEEI
BYLAWS AMENDMENTS ARTICLES V and IX
Sue Steinbruecker, Bylaws Committee Chair,
moved adoption of the first three bylaws amendments, which were adopted as presented.

1. ARTICLE V Dues and Funds
205
103
127
52
19
7

Section 5.

The chair stated the resolution as follows :
WHEREAS, The Valparaiso University Guild has
realized a profit of $1,400 from the sales of the 1988
Guild calendars; therefore be it
RESOLVED, That $1 ,400 from the sales of the
1988 Guild calendars be allocated to Color Guard
uniforms.
Resolution adopted.
REPORT OF THE CREDENTIALS COMMITIEE
Chairman Pat Bibler moved that the revised roll of
225 members be the official roll of voting members
of the convention. Two guests were also registered.

Motion carried.

Gifts
Gifts from individuals, groups, or
corporations may be received by
the Guild. Gifts not designated by
the donor will be allocated in the
following manner:
a. Undesignated gifts of less
than $1,000 will go to the
Guild Operating/Project Fund,
or to such purposes
designated by the Board of
Directors.
b. Undesignated gifts of $1,000
or more will be designated by
the Guild in convention.

2. ARTICLE V Will be retitled Dues, Funds, and
Gifts
Section 6.

Blanks in resolutions relating to
allocation of funds, the Guild Special, and gifts shall be filled by a
preferential vote.

3. ARTICLE V Board of Directors
m. allocate undesignated gifts of
less than $1,000.
SULEWSKY BEQUEST RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the
allocation of the Sulewsky Bequest; the resolution
contained a blank.

The chair called on 2nd Vice President Paula
Sauer to present the Sulewsky Bequest proposals for
a vote by the assembly.
1. Cookbook Scholarship Fund
2. Graphic Design Studio:
Apple lie lmagewriter/printer
3. Project Fund
SPECIAL PRESENTATION
The chair called upon Beata Madoerin for a special
presentation to Parliamentarian Lynn Bahls. In reco~
nition of 15 years of service to the Guild, the cha1r
presented a gavel to the Parliamentarian.
REPORT OF THE COORDINATOR
OF AREA DIRECTORS
Paula Sauer, 2nd Vice President, introduced the
following Area Directors: Area I, Ann Louise Beese;
Area II , Linda Krauss; Area Ill, Jody Geerdes; Area
IV, Sylvia Luekens; Area V, Marilyn Holmquist; Area
VI, Paula vonKampen; Area VII , Ruth Lewis; Area
VIII, Betty Eckenfels; and Area IX, Margaret Zobel.
Retiring Area Directors Linda Krauss, Paula vonKampen, and Margaret Zobel were thanked for the ?ervice they have given to the Guild. New Area Directors welcomed were Barbara McKissick, Area II;
Haroldine Witto, Area VI; and Judy Wolff, Area IX.
REPORT OF THE COORDINATOR
OF STATE UNITS
Paula Sauer introduced the president of the Wisconsin State Unit, Pam Nickel, and announced that
the State Unit meeting would be April 25, 1989, in
Sheboygan. The State Unit presid_ent fro_m Mi~higan
is lrmie Roggow and that State Umt meeting Will be
May 6, 1989, in Midland.
INTRODUCTION OF
GUILD SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
Mary Bolla, of the University Office of Admissions,
introduced the 1988 freshmen Guild scholars: Scott
Concilla-North East PA; and Tana Netsch-Omaha
NE. Both students thanked the Guild for supporting
this scholarship program.
GREETING FROM THE SENIOR GUILD SCHOLAR
Carmen Kimber, of Kansas City MO, was recognized as a Senior Guild Scholar. She offered her
thanks to the Guild for its support during her years
at Valparaiso.
REPORT OF THE GUILD RUN COMMITTEE
Jan Schlegelmilch, Guild Run Chair, offered final
instructions for the Guild Run, to begin at 4:30 p.m.
CLOSING PRAYER
The closing prayer was offered by Lois Brenner of
the Mt. Clemens District chapter, representing all of
the anniversary chapters.

The meeting was adjourned at 3:35 p.m.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1988
President Phyllis Schuessler called the meeting to
order at 9:35 a.m. The morning devotions were led
by Professor Dale Lasky. Musical accompaniment
was provided by Margaret Zobel.
REPORT OF THE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
Pat Bibler, reported for the Credentials Committee,
moved that the revised roll of 232 members be the
official roll of voting members of the convention.
There were also 2 registered guests.

Motion carried.
REPORT OF THE TELLERS :
SULEWSKY BEQUEST
Barbara Town, Chair, reported the following results
for the tellers:

Distribution #1 : Number of votes cast
Necessary for election
Results:
Cookbook Scholarship
Fund
Graphic Design Studio
Project Fund

208
105
141
63
4

The chair stated the resolution as follows :
WHEREAS, The Valparaiso University Guild was
the recipient of a bequest of $5,000 from the Amalia
Sulewsky Estate, and
WHEREAS, The Guild wishes to honor the memory of Amalia Sulewsky, affectionately known as
Molly, a longtime faithful member of the Milwaukee
Afternoon Chapter, be it
RESOLVED, That the Amalia Sulewsky Bequest of
$5,000 to the Valparaiso University Guild be allocated to the Cookbook Fund.
Resolution adopted.
CALENDAR FUND RECONSIDERATION
After the Calendar Fund proposal vote was taken
on Friday, the Board was informed that the Color
Guard uniforms, which had received the majority
vote, were being funded through another source. The
ballots of the previous vote had been preserved.
Since the Color Guard uniforms was no longer a viable option, that proposal was struck from the ballot.
On the first distnbution, 127 ballots were cast for
Color Guard uniforms. Since the assembly cast a
preferential ballot, the second choice of those 127
voters was already cast. Those 127 ballo.ts would ~e
recounted according to that second cho1ce. Heanng
no objection, the chair declared that the reconsideration would take place.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
The chair presented the slate of officers. Nominations were closed and ballots were cast to elect the
officers.
REPORT OF THE PERSON-TO-PERSON
CHAIRMAN
Chairman Shirley Jud thanked all of the Guild
women who have worked diligently on various aspects of the Person-to-Person program. Chapters returned 60% of the Person-to-Person cards, an increase over the previous year. The number of applications by students contacted through the Gu1ld rose
by 44% this year, and the number of students actu-

ally enrolling rose by 25%. The Guild can be proud
of this successful program.
REPORT OF THE MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN
Kathy Parsons, Membership Chair, reminded the
assembly of how "knit together'' the membership isold and new, from all backgrounds and chapters all
shapes and sizes-yet all encouraged to support a
Christ-centered university. Though counting systems
may not be completely accurate, it is surmised that
the goal of 300 new members has been surpassed.
REPORT OF THE CHAPTER CONSULTANT
Linda Lohrmann reported on her work as a resource person for chapters and as advisor for new
chapters. As resource person, the Chapter Consultant helps chapter presidents to see that the purpose
of the chapter remains despite problems and that the
group must see beyond the immediate concern to alternative and positive solutions. New chapters learn
of the purpose of the structure and goals of the Guild
and the tradition of women who built it. Chapters
keep special identities while working together for the
common purpose of Valparaiso University.
REPORT OF THE COMMUNITY RELATIONS
CHAIRMAN
Norma May encouraged the Guild to think about
the class of 2002 which will arrive on campus just 10
years from now. There will be only 10 more VU Sunday opportunities to tell this class and their parents
about a school where faith in the Lord Jesus Christ
and intellectual search and discovery are not
enemies, but partners to enhance the mind and
heart. Guild members will need to be persistent and
consistent to sow the seeds and then patiently wait
for the Holy Spirit to provide the harvest of students.
REPORT OF THE HISTORIAN
Virginia Amling, Historian, recalled three great
ladies in the history of the Guild who have passed
away in the last three years: Louise Nicolay, Mabel
Frank, and So Heidbrink. It was a Christian faith and
vision for the Guild and its goals for VU which united
these women. The various accomplishments of these
women and their vision are gifts that have been inherited by the present-day Guild. It is the heritage of
courage and faith which must be passed on to the
Guild yet to come.
REPORT OF THE COOKBOOK COMMITTEE
Lois Hoeppner, Cookbook Sales Chair, stressed
the need to increase cookbook sales so that the goal
of a $200,000 Endowment Fund can be reached. It
will be necessary to reach this goal so that the income is available to grant eight $2,000 scholarships
each year. Chapters were encouraged to review their
status to be sure that cookbook monies are not being
retained at the chapter level.

Judy Schumacher, Cookbook Marketing Chair, presented a skit to give members ideas for selling cookbooks. Copies of the skit were made available to the
membership.
REPORT ON THE SAMPLE CHAPTER BYLAWS
Marilyn Krueger announced that the pattern for
chapter bylaws is complete. Chapters who wish t~
have copies ot \hese bylaws may contact the GUild
office.

GREETING FROM THE SENIOR GUILD SCHOLAR
Mary Bolla introduced Kyle Otten, a senior Guild
Scholar from Battle Creek MI. Kyle thanked the Guild
for the scholarship, which made it possible for him
to attend VU. He related some of his experiences of
the past four years and expressed his deep affection
for the university.
REPORT OF THE BYLAWS COMMITTEE/
BYLAWS AMENDMENTS ARTICLES Ill, XIV, IX
Sue Steinbruecker presented the next three bylaws
amendments which were adopted, after amendment,
as follows:

1. ARTICLE Ill Organization and Chapters
Section 7. Chapter Dissolution
a. A chapter may be released
upon written request to the
Board of Directors from the
chapter or the Area Director.
b. The Board of Directors shall act
on the request.
c. If released, the chapter shall
return its charter, gavel,
records, and history. All funds
remaining in the treasury shall
be sent to the national Guild
Treasurer. All items held on
consignment shall be returned
to the Guild office.

2. ARTICLE XIV State Units (Amendment #2,
having been adopted with subsections out of chronological order,
was later reconsidered and corrected as follows.)
Section 7. State Unit Dissolution
a. The officers of a State Unit shall
notify the Board of Directors
at least 90 days prior to a
State Unit meeting at which
a dissolution vote will be
taken.
b. A State Unit may be released
upon written request to the
Board of Directors. This
request shall be made 30
days after the State Unit
meeting at which the
dissolution vote was taken.
c. The Board of Directors shall act
on the request.
d. If released, the State Unit shall
send its records and history
to the Guild office, and any
funds remaining in the
treasury to the national
Guild Treasurer.

3. ARTICLE IX Board of Directors
c. Act on all membership applications of new chapters and
requests for release from
existing chapters and State
Units.
MESSAGE FROM THE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT
President Schuessler introduced Dr. Alan Harre,
the new president of Valparaiso University, and his

wife Diane. Dr. Harre thanked the Guild for its warm
welcome. Dr. Harre has worked during the first
weeks of his administration, meeting with faculty,
staff, and students in order to become familiar with
VU. The President has also been meeting with the
University Vice Presidents to design a means to implement comprehensive institutional planning.
RESOLUTION: WELCOMING
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the
following resolution:

WHEREAS, Dr. Alan F. Harre has assumed the office of President of Valparaiso University, and
WHEREAS, Dr. Harre has pledged his faithful dedication to the work of the Lord through his vision for
this University under the Cross; therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That the Valparaiso University Guild
welcomes Dr. Harre, pledges its support and encouragement to him, and prays that God will guide and
bless him as he serves his Lord through his work as
President c! V?.lparaiso University.
Resolution adopted.
President and Mrs. Harre were presented a "Guild
warming" gift from the chapters in Area IV.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Pastor Dan Brockopp, Dean of the Chapel,
thanked the Guild for its contributions to the chapel
through the two-year project just finished. The assembly was invited to visit the chapel to see the renovations.
LUNCHEON RECESS
The noon prayer was offered by Betsy Nagel,
former Executive Director of the Guild. The meeting
was recessed at 12:05 p.m. for Area Lunches and
resumed at 2:10 p.m.
FINAL REPORT OF THE
CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
Ruth Laube, reporting for the Credentials Committee, moved that the final roll of 235 members be the
official roll of voting members of the Convention.

REPORT OF THE TELLERS:
RECONSIDERATION OF THE CALENDAR FUND
Barbara Town, Chair, reported the following results
for the tellers :

Results:

Resolution adopted.
REPORT OF THE TELLERS:
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Barbara Town, Chair, presented the following report of the tellers:

Number of votes cast
Necessary for election
Marilyn Krueger

220
111
220

For 1st Vice President:
Number of votes cast
Necessary for election
Paula Sauer

220
11 1
220

For 2nd Vice President:
Number of votes cast
Necessary for election
Barbara Riethmeier
Judy Waetjen
one abstention

219
11 0
134
84

For President:

The chair declared the following elected: for President, Marilyn Krueger; for 1st Vice President, Paula
Sauer; for 2nd Vice President, Barbara Riethmeier.
UNIVERSITY TOPIC:
CRIMINAL JUSTICE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Professor Peter Venturelli of the Department of
Sociology gave an introduction to the Criminal Justice program and some of its background. He then
introduced the panel members: Debra Hill, Ralph ller,
and Eric Beatty. The panel members, who represented two previous graduating classes and a current student, were able to tell the assembly of experiences they had as student interns and also how this
program helped them to benefit in their current
career choices.
REPORT OF THE ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
Marlene Rakow, Activities Chair, thanked Mary
Ann Whited for the work done on updating the Bed
& Breakfast bulletin. A total of $4,926 was added to
the Project Fund through Bed & Breakfast.

The chair then recognized the winning bidders in
the Bazaar's Silent Auction.

Motion carried.

Distribution #1 :

1988 Guild calendars be allocated to Reutlingen furnishings.

Number of votes cast
Necessary for election
Reutlingen
Math Department
Mortar Board

205
103
132
54
17

Two ballots cast were invalid because each contained only a singular choice for Color Guard uniforms.
The chair stated the resolution as follows:
WHEREAS, The Valparaiso Uni~ersity Guild has
realized a profit of $1,400 from the sales of the 1988
Guild calendars; therefore be it
RESOLVED, That $1,400 from the sales of the

GUILD RUN REPORT
Jan Schle!;Jelmilch reported that 88 official runners
participated 1n the G4ild Run. The VU cross-country
team also ran, but not as official participants, and
many other students and Guild members also completed the course. At this point, $1 ,134.45 has been
received in pledges. The winners of the various age
classifications were announced.
REPORT OF THE BYLAWS COMMITTEE/
BYLAWS AMENDMENT ARTICLE XI
. Barbara Potter, committee member, moved adoptron of the following amendment, which was adopted
as presented:

ARTICLE XI

Committees

Section 1.

Standing Committees. There will be
the following Standing Committees:
Activities, Bylaws, Calendar Community Relations, Cookbook: Histo-

rian , Membership, Parliamentarian,
Person-to-Person, and such other
committees as are deemed necessary to promote the program of the
Guild. Chairmen of all Standing
Committees shall be appointed by
the President with the approval of
the Board of Directors and shall
serve for the term of the President
who appointed them. Size of
Standing Committees shall be determined by the committee chairmen, with the exception of Historian and Parliamentarian.
The following phrases will be deleted from Article
XI, Section 1:
a. "shall consist of as many
members as the chairman
deems necessary"
b,d. "shall consist of three (3)
members"
c,f,h,i. "a committee of one"

following resolution:
WHEREAS, Phyllis Schuessler, who lives the vision of knitting Christians together in love and has effectively served the Guild as President for the past
two years, and
WHEREAS, Phyllis has inspired the Guild and the
University community through her leadership and unselfish devotion, therefore be it
RESOLVED, That the members of the Valparaiso
University Guild gratefully thank Phyllis Schuessler
for sharing her God-given and inspirational talents as
President of the Valparaiso University Guild.
Resolution adopted .
PRESENTATION TO THE OUTGOING PRESIDENT
On behalf of the entire Guild, Executive Director
Dot Nuechterlein presented Phyllis with a gold charm
of the Guild seal, a symbol of sincere thanks for a
job well and graciously done.

RESOLUTION: PROJECT
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the
following resolution:

"AMEN CORNER" WELCOME TO
OUTGOING PRESIDENT
Marty Mattes presented a token of welcome from
the "Amen Corner'' to Phyllis Schuessler.

WHEREAS, The Valparaiso University Guild
wishes to fulfill its commitment made in the previous
two-year project, and

COURTESY RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the
following resolution:

WHEREAS, The Valparaiso University Guild desires to honor the distinguished presidency of Dr.
Robert V. Schnabel with a contribution to the Robert
V. Schnabel Endowed Fund for Church Relations,
and

WHEREAS, Colossians 2:2 says, "Be encouraged
as you are knit in love," and

WHEREAS, The Valparaiso University Guild proposes to fund the construction of a permanent concession stand at Brown Field, and
WHEREAS, The Valparaiso University Guild recognizes the opportunity to participate in the challenge
presented by the Dream of Distinction Matching Fund
Program made available by the Lilly Foundation,
therefore be it
RESOLVED, That the 1988-89 Project Fund be allocated to complete the 1986-88 Project Fund commitment, and be it
RESOLVED, That 10% of the entire 1988-89 Project Fund be allocatetl to the Robert V. Schnabel Endowed Fund for Church Relations, and be it
RESOLVED, Tt'lat 1988-89 Project Funds be allocated for the construction of a permanent concession
stand at Brown Field, and be it
RESOLVED, That the remainder of the 1988-89
Project Fund be allocated to the Dr.eam of Distinction
to be matched by the Lilly Foundation.
The resolution was aqopted.
PRESENTATION TO THE NEW PRESIDENT
President Phyllis Scnuessler presented the Guild
President's traveling plaque to newly elected President Marilyn Krueger.
'

RETIRING OFFICER RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the

WHEREAS, The members of the Valparaiso University Guild have shared the spirit of that love with
each other, be it
RESOLVED, That the members of the Valparaiso
University Guild extend sincere thanks to all who
gave of their time and talents to make this an inspirational and spiritually uplifting 57th convention.
The resolution was adopted.
CLOSING PRAYER
Following a closing prayer by newly elected President Marilyn Krueger, the 57th annual convention of
the Valparaiso University Guild was adjourned at
4:25p.m.

Kay Schulz
Secretary
Approved by the Minutes Approval Committee:
Miriam Griessei-Gulf Coast FL chapter
Barbara Potter-Indianapolis IN chapter

GUILD CONVENTION FAMILIES

lnfant Erin Murphy makes the fourth generation with her mother Gail,
grandmother Jean Germann, left, and great-grandmother Ber Ruprecht

Freshman Guild Scholar Scott Concilla with mother Sue, center, and
grandmother .Mary Kle nz, both of 'orth East

Julie Schuessler, left, Pikes Peak, with mom
Phyllis, St. Louis, and sister Linda Deal,
Mishawaka-South Bend

Kris and Mary Hacmac, Land of Lakes, with
their mother l •·ma, Fair-Mcd-Ow

Jenny Durre with mother Sara, MishawakaSouth Bend, and grandmother Lynn Bahls,
Kankakee Valley

Sophomore Angela Luecke and her mom
Marcia, San Gabriel Valley

Senior C hristine Schlegelmilch with dad Noel,
mom Jan, a nd brothe r Matthew

Senior Laura Nuechterlein and mom Dot,
Valparaiso

Junior Michael Riethmeier, mom Barba,·a of Rochester NY, center, and
aunt Margaret Zobel, St. Petersburg
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Senior Sigrid Vollrath and he•· mother Diane, Wausau
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Nort heastern states

R
R

Baltimot·e (M D)-A New & Present Stude nts-Parents-Alu mni-Guild picn ic in late
sum mer featured much enthusiasm and
conversation, along with viewing the VU
video. E xecutive Director Dot N uechterlei n was welcomed at the fall Cookbook
Potluck Luncheon of this busy chapter.
Buffalo (NY)-It takes cooperative effort
and commitment to plan and can-y
through major undertakings year after
year, such as Buffalo's annual Christmas
Candlelight Vesper Service. Well done!

parents, and to reacquain t the families of
presen t students, alumni, and Guild, was
held on Long Island in August, with Dot
1uechterle in as a guest. President Donna
Berry rep~rts that. about a .dozen women
expressed mterest m the Cu riel as a resul t.
Niagara Falls (NY)-With members
spread over a wide area, this chapter
holds its meetings in fi ve diffet·ent communities to make travel more convenient
for everyone. According to their program
booklet, events this year range from a food
and craft sale, to brown bag lunches, to a
"Maypole," to a picnic next July e ntitled
"Surprise"!

Centr al New Jersey (NJ)-Selling bean
soup, pecans, kitchen knives , and small
items at local church bazaars have been
successful p rojects for thi s chapter, and
members also seem to enjoy their Personto-Person contacts with prospective students. The chapter handbook includes
facts about Valpo, the academ ic cale ndar,
and student visitation dates, so that
everyone can be ready to share this information whenever needed .
Hudson-Mohawk (NY)-Last
summer
president Barbara Town returned to campus to be honored by the Lu theran
Deaconess Association on the 35th anniversary of her consecration as a Deaconess.
Nassau-Suffolk (NY)-The "First Annual
Summer Sunday Barbecue Picnic" to welcome eleven new VU freshm en and their

GREAT E R DAYTON (OH}-A fond farewell
is offered to Ruth Russle r , cente r , from her
Guild friend s in Dayton.

COVERE D BRIDGE (WI}-Working on Ch ristmas cr afts are Nancy
Foshag, Georgia Eernisse, Kari Eckhardt, Connie Priebe, and Marilyn
T ews.
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N01·th East (PA)-A pre-Christmas tureen
supper and cookie exchange provided a
good opportuni~y to. show m ember ~ and
gues ts the Gtttld vtdeo. Last spnng a
cha{Jter representative participated in a
local high school Career Day, to be sure
VU would receive attention.
N01·the rn New Jersey (NJ)-This small
chapter has built up strong support over
the years for VU Guild pecans, which
helps to keep the University's name before the public.
Northern Virginia (VA)-A chapter that
caters for other events {earning $640 last
year) sure ly knows how to plan a good
meal fo r its own celebration-their progressive dinner sounds like a wonderful
way to observe VU Sunday!
Rochester (NY)-Here's an Upper: When
asked to evaluate her chapte r s strengths,
president Barbara Rie thmeier said they
are an active group with many projects
and in terests and a broad range of ages.
"Members like each other and Valpo and
are not afraid to take on new challenges."
Weaknesses or problems? "NONE," she
replied , "We're terrific! There's a.lways
room for improvement, of course, but
with so many working members, the
Board is vet·y pleased with the willingness
of membe rs to attend meetings and to
work for projects benefitin g Valpo." No
wonde r seven new members joined recently.
Southtowns of E rie County (NY)-Reme mber t.hat saying about var iety as the
spice of life? This chapter has nine members, and last year they sponsored nine
different projects, from selling fr uitcake to
holding a Linen World party. Past president Carol Wojtaszek commented on their
"willingness to try new ideas."

HAMMOND (IN}-A.D. Ruth Lewis, top left , had a fun visit with this
chapter , whose president Ethel Amodeo is seated centCI·.

Winter

MILWAUKEE SUBURBAN (WI}-A.D. Marilyn Holmquist, left, and
president Eunice Koepke, right, help the chapter sponsor a reception
for their celebrity member, new National President Marilyn Krueger.

Washington (DC}-A big event last fall: a
number of Guild members attended the
alumni dinner honoring their own Carol
Petzold, an elected member of the Maryland House of Delegates. This chapter is
scattered over a wide metropolitan area,
but they continue to join together regularly to support the University and to
enjoy one another's company.

Illinois

Aurora-After several years of little activity, this chapter is unde rgoing a revival;
new president Marian Tomell reports
"positive feelin~s and high hopes for a
year of 'knitting our chapter back together
again." On their agenda are an Epiphany
Musical and a 40th Anniversary Theater
Dinner Party.
Chicago South Suburban-An enjoyable,
successful fall luncheon ("financially
the best ever") plus a sell-out of all food
and craft ite ms at the convention bazaar
got the year off to a good start. This chapte r emphasizes fellowship and friendship
in all of its mee tings and projects.

Chicago West Suburban-"The Pampered,
Chef' and a Christmas Musicale are highlights of this year's schedu le, and the
group hopes to reach out to get more supporters involved in chapter activities.
East Central Ulinois-A dozen loyal, dedicated members, but all with work and
family commitments and little time for
volunteer activities. Sound familiar? Yet
the chapte r manages to attend all of the
local college ni~hts and participates fu lly
in recruitment. 'I think we do very well,"
writes presiden t ~ a rcia Rotunda. And so
they do .
Elgin-Another group that enjoys being
together, this chapter found its tenth annual garage sale to be quite profitable.
wi th re maining clothes sold by a local 50/
50 resale shop. A big unde rtaking for the
fall was planning and leading the magnificen t Vesper service at the national convention.
Geiseman Memorial-The chapte r's popular Beer & Brats social, Cherries & Olives
party, and two bake sales combine sociability and profitability.
Clenb1·ook- The news is that this year's
Survival Kits project was the most successful ever, with good will felt by students
and parents, and a nice boost to the Guild
Project Fund. P.S. Through personal
phone calls and special invitations this

WASHINGTON (DC}-Members are happy for their own Carol
Petzold, fourth from the right, who received the Alumni Service Award
last fall. Carol, former National Activities chairman, is a member of the
Maryland House of Delegates.
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SEYMOUR (IN}-P1·cparing their "Myste•·y Basket" fund-raiser are vice
pres. Malinda Steltenpohl, treas. Rosemary Findley, pres. Norma Kolb,
and sec'y. Paula Downey.

chapter has recently added eleven new
members.
Kankakee Valley- Lynn Bos, VU senior
social work major from Kankakee, visited
the chapter in ovember to tell about he r
Chicago semester experience. A Seder
Supper is planned for Holy Week.
Naperville-A national program concerning drugs and students was the feature of
an early fall meeting. Care packages will
be prepared during February.
Quad City (IL-IA}-Regarding one of the
larger Guild chapte rs (with 40 active and
20 supporting members), president Judy
Brooks remarked: "This year we had fantastic support-between 25-30 membe rs at
each meeting."
Park
Ridge-" ew
me mbers
have
brought new e nthusiasm," outgoing president Jean Poklop reported. "Our informal
schedule appeals to busy women," and
project participation is great. In May the
chapter re members with goodies not only
students from the area, but their roommates as well.
Quincy-Although they don't plan any
strictly social events, the Quincy women
last year held "two fund-raising events that
were fun." President Made lin e Hagemann
stresses the fact that with a variety in
ages, interests, and talents, her members
all enjoy working together.

NASSAU-SUFFOLK ( Y}-A backyard picnic on a lovely summer day
brings together the families of Guild friends, alumni, and students.
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lege experiences.
K. C.
has seven
freshme n on campus this year- thanks
maybe to all of those college nights and
other recruitment efforts?

Central and Rocky Mountain states

Austin-Central Texas (TX)-Another upbeat report, from president Martha Barr;
"Every year since our beginning charte r
year we have set goals to meet. Each set
has been increased and eoenJ set has been
met! We are proud of our core members
who have made this possible for five
years!" Two intriguing items on their
1988-89 calendar are a Nov. E lection
Night fund-raiser and an April 15 Tax Day
fund-raiser. Ask Martha for de tails.
Boulder (CO)-A meeting in September
was set aside to assemble Devotional
bookle ts, and January featured a 25th Anniversary celebration. The chapter would
like to increase from its present me mbership of nine, but in the meanwhile they
continue to be dedicated and "persistent.'
Denver (CO)-"We have a great time
when we get together!" is the glowing
comment of president Karin Ze ile. Their
"Colorado Mud" hot fudge sundae mix is
the newest Guild Goodie (see page 30).
Des Moines (!A)-Outgoing president
Kathy Wagemann echoed the problem
faced by other chapter leade rs when she
mentioned that the proportion of "active"
members is dwindling-it is easier to get
new "supporting" members than those
willing to give time. However, the chapter
continues its cooperative, enthusiastic
spirit, and members work well together.

Houstin (TX)-Afte r a year of trying to
"share" duties of the president among several pe rsons, the chapter decided that
even though all members are capable of
being the leader, it works better to have
one in the position for a year at a time.
The chapter was delighted to give a Texassize welcome to three new members in
the past year . In January they held a
"Glasnost Evening"-a buffet dinner plus
slides and remembrances of a trip to Russia by Ceil and Art Stamm .
Lincoln (NE)-This is another small chapter, and retiring president Marcille Ansorge wrote that they wished they had
"enough people who have time to do all
that we would like to" in support of the
Unive rsity. But the ir loyal eAorts are appreciated all the same.
St. Louis (MO)-The annual fall luncheon
was we ll attended to kick ofT the new
year. Idea: this chapter has someone who
was a first-timer at the Guild convention
give the report each year. In January they
had a reception for the VU women s basketball team following their game with St.
L.U .

them to the chapter, to keep their "'likes··
in mind while preparing "goodies" for
the m. Also, Gail gave each member a
packet of Admissions mate rial and asked
the m to hand them to prospective students.
East Buy (CA)-Area Director Sylvia
Luekens was the guest at a fall meeting.
The chapter participates in a number of
bazaars, boutiques, and flea markets, selling a variety of items.
Greater Phoenix (AZ)-Lois Sikorski,
president of the newest western chapter,
plans to attend Executive Council and recently wrote: "I am looking forward to not
only seeing the campus and its people,
but also to meeting some of the Guild
women, and catching more of the vision of
the scope and ministry of the Gu ild. We
are truly thankful that our Phoenix Area
Chapter is finally a 'go.' "
Harbor Lights (CA)-A 1988 VU grad became a member at the September meeting
and volunteered to be Person-to-Person
chairman. Other recent newcomers are
now serving as chapter officers. Bravo!
Hawaii (HI)-How would you like an invitation to a "Wine and Pupu Party"? The
Hawaii chapter he ld one in Septembersounds like fun. Their Advent/Christmas
Vespers has become an annual event.
Northwest Corner (WA)-Judy Waetjen of
Oregon Trail was the special guest at a
summer gathering, and Execu tive Director Dot Nuechterlein visited in the fall.
E veryone is invited to the May meeting
on Orcas Island!

Cheeehako (AK)-Six Guild members
Nine VU students from Alaska, Six of
whom are freshmen. That may not be
good arithme tic, but isn't it a fantas tic set
of numbers? Somebody up there is doing
some recruiting!

Orange County (CA)-"Life at Vaipo" was
the title of a talk given by a student last
June, and VU Admissions Counselor Sarah
Spahn attended the Parent/Student night
in October. This chapter earns a significant sum for the Project Fund by catering,
and one event they hosted last summer
was a Guild member's wedding reception.

Greater Kansas City (KS)-The chapter
newsletter includes news about stude nts
from the area, scholarships and honors
they have won, etc., and the annual summer Guild-alumni-student picnic also features students sharing some of their col-

Diablo Valley (CA)-Katie Andino gave
her convention report by using posters
pertaining to different aspects of the convention, with visual aids explaining the
various activities. Preside nt Gail Hodel
had interviewed the four area VU students
and presented biographical sketches of

Oregon Trail (OR)-The chapter contributed hazelnuts and fruit to the convention bazaar, and they had a fun time packing them while making plans for future
meetings. They're hoping to have VU included on an upcoming Midwest College
Tour planned for local high school juniors.

COLUMBUS CAPITAL BELLS (OH}- The
Admissions office says a Columbus student
decided to enroll at VU because of the efforts
of these Cuildiesl

BALTIMORE (MD}-For a small fee to the
chapter your signature will live foreverembroidered along with tltose of past
University presidents and Gu ild leaders.

NORTHWEST CORNER (WA}-Eileen and
Paul Tiedeman, left, and Dee and Norman
Leake, right, are formin g a chapter led by
Marian Yunghans, center.

Fair-Med-Ow (MN)-These six faithful
members meet on the spur of the moment
"when everyone is well, home , and able to
come," writes president Jane Rudolf. They
contin ue to sell pecans and the VU toteblankets remaining from their former
Guild Goodie project.
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West Coast states, Alaska, and Hawaii

Winter

PUCET SOUND (WA}-President Ginny Eilers, standing, presents the
chnpte•-'s love and gifts to de parting member Ruth Cowan, cente r.

Puge t Sound (WA}-The fall brunch was
bittersweet as all bade farewe ll with love
to Ruth Cowan, one of their fou nders and
"chief inspirer'' who was moving to
Pennsylvania (where she planned to get
in volved in th e Sou th Central PA chapter,
of course). They also heard an upbeat convention report, plann ed upcoming events,
and welcomed visitor Dot uechte rlein .
San Gabriel Valley (CA)-All ten membe rs of th is chapter are faithfu l and help
with chapter activities. They would be
happy to send you some of their Guild
Goodie notepaper, advertised on page 30.
Spokane (WA}-VU Sunday is held in the
fall so that they can sell Christmas item s
and cookbooks, and since members attend
several congregations, they hold it on different weekends so they can go to each
other's churches. The project chairman
also packs a box of goodies for each church
to sell, with cookbooks, bows, jewelry,
chili lentils, and ornaments.
Sun City (AZ}-Guild activities in a retirement comm unity may work d ifferently
from some othe r places, but the same
strong desire to help VU is present. The
biggest event on the calendar is the annual Valparaiso Benefit Card Party held in
January.

ROCHESTER (NY}-A.D. Ann Louise Beese, left, congratulates the
officers of he r own chapter: corr. sec'y. Renate Judson , •·ec. sec'y. Chita
Easton , vice pres. Martha Caldwell , and pres. Ba rbara Riethmeie1·.

Madison- Four new members were welcomed by this chapter in the past year.
"\Ve have manv enthusiastic members
who enjoy each 'other's company," wrote
preside nt Lau rie Warre n j ones, so they
get together often: four meetings, two socials, and three work sessions. Several
me mbers attended the women's basketball
game between VU and U\V in December,
and suq)rised the team with post-game
treats.
Milwa ukee Afternoon-:--tembers enjoyed
having Area Director 1\larilyn Holmquist
visit with them and share inform ation
about other Guild chapte rs' activities.
Milwa ukee Colden Gems-A major project for th is chapter is selling Milwaukee
Entertainment books. They also enjoy
making crafts together. A highlight of the
year is the Christmas Cookie Exchange in
Decembe r.
Milwaukee Suburban- The Guild year got
off to a great start in September when
Dave Wolter, VU women's baske tball
coach, presented an enthusiastic, inspiring
message. W e understand seven new me mbers joined the Guild that night!
Oshkosh- President Victoria Graf writes
that her chapter has te n luncheon meetings plus a Christmas party every year.
The ten members "love Valparaiso University and are willing to work for it through
the Guild."

Wisconsin

Clintonville-President Lydia Krueckenberg reports that her dozen me mbers
meet regularly for most of the year, except
during the worst of the win ter months.
They are looking fo r a new project, but
have had success with their famous rummage sales.
Cove•·ed Bridge-Area Director :vtarilyn
Holmquist was the guest at a fall meeting,
and another guest that night joined tne
chapte r, bringing its membership to eight.
Several women had completed Person-toPerson calls, and plans were made to promote their Valpo bean soup project.
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Shawano--The chapter handbook begins
with a Chapter Collect, and includes details of a well-planned program for the
year, listing ail hostesses and devotional
leaders fo r meetings , plus instructions for
the annual cookie sale.
Sheboygan-Whe n A. D. Marilyn Holmquist visited in ovember she found th e
members preparing to repeat their successfu l VU Sunday brunch, and planning
to host the Wisconsin State Unit convention in April. Busy, busy.

Michigan

Ann Arbor-If you atte nded the annual
conven tion bazaar you already know that
this chapter was willing to share information on how to organ ize and carry off its
famous Stacki Uppi Suppe r, held fo r all
Frie nds of Valpo every summer for the
past five years. If you missed it, write
president Pam Sieving.
Ber r ien County-A rummage sale and a
booth at a church Harvest Festival have
been good fu nd-raisers for this chapter.
De troit-Fall featured a program by a
speaker from the Detroit Zoo, the an nual
salad luncheon and card party, and the
Christmas Tea and Musicale. This very
large chapte r of 84 members is guided by
a committed board that meets six times a
year to organize, plan, and publicize all
activities.
Detroit Suburban West-President Margaret Kohn doesn't know how the chapter
would manage without the assistance and
cooperation of members' husbands. "They
sell tickets for lunches, help in the
kitchen, and one man even sold $200.00
worth of silk beads !" she wrote.

SOUTH LAKE COUNTY (IN}-Charter
members Lu Walsh and Edith Steinmann "take
the cake" at the 40th anniversary of Guild
work in Crown Point.

Detroit West-A rea Director Pau la vonKampen enjoyed visiting this chapte r and
meeting its dedicated, loyal Valpo supporters. Even those who no longer find it
possible to attend meetings regularly wish
to retain their membership.
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SPOKA E (WA}-Presidcnt Virginia Brondos, far right, and he r smallbut-mighty chapter do an exceptional job of fund -raising in eastern
Washington.

Jackson-Part of the success of this chapter, says president Gayle Schalhamer, is
that they have worked out a routi ne annual program, and everyone knows what
to expect. Their bigge st effort goes into
sponsoring church coffee hours four times
a year-good VU publicity as well as filling a need.
Midland- The main event this year will
be hosting the ~l ay meeting of the Michigan State Uni t. And you can bet a good
time will be had by all who are prese nt.
Mt. Clemens D istrict- Fifty years of service were celebrated in grand style in the
fall, with new Area D irector Haroldine
Witto among the guests. Presiden t
Robe rta Reblin says she appreciates the
fact that all of the me mbers he lp with
chapter activities and projects in their own
special way.
Rochester-Beer and Brats, a card party,
and a brunch appear on the ~hapter calendar each year, providing fun for all and a
nice profi t for the Project Fund.
Saginaw- The fall program included a
luncheon meeting for me mbe rs and
guests, with VU women's baske tball coach
Dave Wolter giving an informative and
enjoyable presentation. Spring will include
a l?rogram entitled "The Bu tton Lady"we rc cu rious about that!

EVANSVILLE (IN}-Prcsident L uke Koch, standing second from left,
is proud of the efforts of her chapter in keeping the name of Valpo a live
in southern Indiana.

Hammond (IN)-This chapter takes advantage of its nearness to the VU campus
in December, whe n members and guests
charter a bus to attend the ann ual Christmas concert in the Chapel, then have dinner together in a room at the Union.
Indianapolis (JN )-During the summer
the chapter sponsored a Guild-Alumni
worship service and picnic. Their fall
luncheon/style show is always a fan tastic
success.
Kentuckiana (KY)-This chapter docs very
well wi th selling pecans; they also held an
ente rtain ing card party/style show, and are
on the lookout for additional new members.
Michigan City (IN)-The annual Appe tizer
Dessert Card Party is a popular event in
the commu nity, helping frie nds and sup)orte rs pass a win ter night with good felowship. The chapter also holds an auction
of homemade goodies, sells d ried flowers
and Magic bows, and has a spring guest
night at a local restaurant. Two-thirds of
their 15 members head committees. Wow!

l

Mishawaka-South Bend (IN)-A repeat of
the "Gathe ring fo r the Gu ild" with members and guests sounds like it was just as

Traverse City Northwoods-"Rock Around
The Harbor," which pres ident Tressa Ford
describes as a social dinner, began the
year, to be fo llowed by a brunch and a VU
Sunday celebration.

much fun as the first one-not to me ntion
financially profitable.
Mississinewa (IN)-C ood news: j ust when
it appeared that the chapter might not be
able to continue much longer, they put
their heads togeth er and decided that they
wanted to remain in the Guild, and would
make the e ffo rt to become more active.
ll allelujah!
Seymou•· (I N)-Half of this chapter's 17
members are senior citizens and they
would very much like to expand their
membersh ip, but in th e meanwhile they
raise funds for VU by holding salad luncheons.
South Lake Coun ty (I N)-At the 40th anniversary dinner in September two charter
members were part of the celebration,
while two 1988 VU grads became new
members. The fab ric Christmas wreaths
th e chapter made for the convention bazaar were so popular (the one adorning
the Guild national office door received
many compl ime nts) that they made and
sold quite a few othe rs for local events.
Valparaiso (I N)-Just before the basketball
season began, new VU men's coach
Homer Drew and women's coach Dave
Wolter were on a panel at a Guild meeting telling about the role of athle tics in
the University, and the ir hopes for the
coming year. The chapter used the ARC
early in January for a fun and fitness
night, with volleyball, swimming, racque tball, running, weights, and board games
available to members and families.

Indiana and Kentucky

Fort Wayne (IN)-Don lleckler, member
of the VU Board of Directors and husband
of chapter treasurer Jackie, was guest
speaker at the September kick-off dinner,
and a special me mbe rshi p event was held
in Octobe r.
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Ohio
SANTA CLARA VALLEY (CA}-Chaptcr
auditor Sam and Cla re Machina, seate d, ar e
moving and will be missed by Diane Stuenkel,
J eann Evers, Ellen Spalding, Phyllis
Wilkendorf, and Judy Pierce.

Cincinnati- Along with a full schedule of
meetings, luncheons, a craft auction, and
a spring musicale, Cincinnati looks forward to having President and Mrs. Harre
at an evening dinner in earl y May.

Winter

Cleveland- Members and friends e njoyed
seeing the Guild Gifts video at a fall meeting. They also sponsored another of their
famous "Let's take Ohio students to visit
VU" bus trips in November.
Columbus Capital Bells-As you may
have noticed from the displays at Executive Council each year, there are many
differen t styles chapters use for handbooks
or me mbership listings. Columbus C.B.
has one that's unique: each member has a
permanent binder, and just adds pages
every year with new me mbers' names, address changes, and othe r necessary information. A nice idea.
Greater Dayton-"Recruitment" is the
theme for the chapter presently, as they
have placed VU recruitment videotapes in
several area high schools, along with following through on Person-to-Person and
other contacts. Members bade farewell to
the ir charter member, Past National President Ruth Russler, who has moved to
South Carolina and Wisconsin.
Maumee Valley-This chapter keeps its
meeting days the same every year, so
members always know well in advance to
mark their C<llendars fo r the second Monday of October, Decem ber, March, and
June. Presiden t Laura Lause says they
work well together.
Medina-Having established a good base
of members with close ties to VU, both
al umni and parents of present or forme r
students, presiden t Marianne Halvorson
says this new chapter plans to "branch out
to other people not so closely related to
Valpo. ·· They try to plan programs and activities that will be of in terest to everyone .
Union County-Striking a good balance
between regu lar meetings and social
events, this chapter is a "very close-knit,
loyal group," according to president Barbara Wetterman , with nearly 100% attendance at some gatherings.

Southeastern states

Alabama (AL)-President Judy Wolff reports that her chapter has settled into an
easy annual project: sponsoring a champagne reception following a Symphony
concert. Membe rs enjoy each other, she
writes, and like to have lunch together. In
two years they have grown to fourteen
members.
Atlanta (GA)-This is the champion catering group, with its eleven me mbers earning nearly $2,000 last year from their effo rts. They also know how to involve new
members: a 1988 VU grad was asked to
take on the Person-to-Person chairmanship
even before she joined! {She said yes,
too.)
Gold Coast (FL)-Since VU Sunday and
Ash Wednesday fell within the same week
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SAGINAW (MI)-VU students love pizza parties: from left, JeiT Schultz, Brian Fehn, Judy Tyvela,
Jon Frank, Amy Albers, Kurt Zeile, Kim Sebold, and Karl Zcile.

this year, this chapter decided to promote
VU by having a Mardi Gras card party,
with crazy bridge and lots of raffles. In
December they held a Wine and Dessert
Christmas Party, and plan a student event
for next summer. They would welcome
visitors to any of their events, wrote president Judy Fry Mason. "We are always
starve for the latest Valpo news here in
South Florida."
South Carolina (SC)-Last year the S.C.
chapter doubled its membership--they
now have six members! Most of the time

PHYLLIS
(Continuell from page 7)

And now I have but one hat left in
the barrel. This one came right off the
shelf in our hall closet. But it is one
that is really quite special to me, for it
came from the me mbers of my own
chapter in St. Louis six years ago. Prior
to that time, we had sort of a tradition
in that I always seemed to be coming to
Guild meeting~. and I usually planned
to drive. So I became the unofficial
chauffeur for the St. Louis chapter-a
role which I e njoyed very much. At our
Fall Brunch in 1982, after I was elected
to the national Board , I was presented
with my o fficial chauffeur's cap. I loved
it. But the Board meets on campus prior
to convention and Council , and since I
needed to come ahead of time, I lost my
role as official chauffeur. Well , time
marches on, Guild presidents come and
go (well , thankfu lly, we never stop
coming to Guild meetings!), but it is
now time to place the " invisible hat" of
the Guild President on my closet shelf.
Of course I will never completely box
up all the me mories of people, places,
and special times.
Serving as your national President has
included a term on the University Board
of Directors. It would be very difficult

th ey "meet" informally, after church or by
phone, but president Kay Mellom is hopeful they will now be able to become a
more traditional chapter.
St. Petersburg (FL}-Card party, Advent
Vespers, progressive dinner, bridge, B &
B hostessing, selling pecans-doesn't this
sound like an active, involved chapter?
One of their newest members is long distance: former Guild Scholar Ann Zobe l,
recently of northern Ontario and now
doing grarluate work in France, is now on
their list.

to assemble a finer group o f Christian
men and women with whom to entrust
our University. It was truly a privilege
to be part of them, and I can assure you
that, under their guidance, Valpo is in
very good hands indeed.
Of course no Guild President can ever
say enough about the marvelous support
she receives from the other Board membe rs, as well as Committee Chairmen,
Area Directors, and everyone in the
Gu ild office. But I wou ldn 't want to
forget all of you. For you have been so
kind to me as I have visited with you
these past years. Your warm hospitality
was always appreciated as you welcomed me into your chapters, and into
your homes. I' ll miss that. But I do
want to take this opportunity to thank
you, the Guild membership , for g iving
me the unique privilege of serving as
your President.
Oh , are you wondering about the last
hat in the barrel? Well, it's my chauffeur's cap, of course. Stored on the
closet shelf for six years, and carefully
transported to Valpo for this weekend, I
can now bring it out, put it on, and announce with conviction, "St. Louis, you
have your driver back!!"
&;::1
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THE HISTORIC INCREDIBLE NIGHT
Sometimes the sweetest moments in
life happen when they are not anticipated.
Few of the nearly 5 ,000 persons who
jammed the Athletics-Recreation Center
the night of December 17 , 1988, expected to see history made before their
very eyes. Yet days afterward, when
campus or community people got together, they greeted one another with
astonishment, asking, "Were you there?
Did you see it?"
Sports contests are not everyone's cup
of tea, but the curious came along with
the committed to see the Valparaiso
men 's basketball team host a pre-Christmas duel with nationally ranked Notre
Dame. Students were in the midst of finals-even several of the Crusaders had
taken exams that morning-and for
many the chance to cheer at a ballgame
provided a welcome study break.

to us by English professor Gus Sponberg (who is known to be a basketball
fan and a bit of a poet himself) .
Someday, those who were on campus
at the time will think back to the fall
semester of 1988, and will recall with

pleasure twin highlights: that historic,
wonderful , October day when Dr. Alan
Harre was inaugurated as Presidentand that historic, incredible, December
night when Valparaiso beat Notre
Dame.

Cheer they did, from the moment the
team took the floor until well after the
surprising, " miraculous" upset victory in
overtime . The final score screamed from
headlines the next day and from T-shirts
the next month: VU 7 1, ND 68. The
two teams had met on the floor 30-some
times over the decades, but only once
before, in 192 1, had the Crusaders ever
come out ahead.
The response from alumni , parents,
and Valpo supporters al l over the country was instantaneous, and nearly immeasurable. Not only the Athletics department and the Alumni office, but
also the Admissions staff and Development directors reaped the benefits of the
publicity surrounding this one night in
the gym .
Major details of the game can be
learned from the poem "Scotty at the
Line," by A.V.U. Pfann, passed along

DODGER BLUE AND VU TOO
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Hanging from the rafters

When the Los Angeles Dodgers won the
World Series last fall , some Valparaiso
people got all excited about it. Dodgers
manager Tommy Lasorda is an honorary VU
Alum, class of 1983, and he has many
friends here, especially in athletics. (You
will notice his name on the Celebration
Cards list o n page 3 I . )
Lasorda gave to Vice President Richard
Koenig a Dodgers jacket, and Dick loaned
the jacket to basketball coach Homer Drew
before the Notre Dame game. The Dodgers ,
too , had been underdogs be fore their championship, and the Crusaders were encouraged
to look to them as examples . Apparently it
worked , and that is why the ARC outdoor
sign referred to Dodger Blue.

Winter

SHARPSHOOTER-Senior guard Scott Anselm , who grew up in Valparaiso, sinks one against
Notre Dame.

SCOTTY AT THE LINE
by A. V. U. Pfann
The outlook wasn't brilliant for the Brown and Gold that night.
Their record sagged at two and six with no more wins in sight.
And so when Fordy laced 'em up and Jonesy did the same,
None at the ARC could see how they'd stay close to Notre Dame.
..
For sixty years and more the South Bend school had set the pace.
They'd crunched Crusader pride; it died when they sneered, "In your face!
The Irish stood at four and o, ranked nineteenth by the press.
The writers and the fans agreed: "It's gonna be a mess."
The Valpo coach declared his hopes. Said prayerful Homer Drew:
(He'd been around the track before. He'd trained at LSU.
He'd coached at Mishawaka in the shadow of the Dome.)
"We need a Lutheran miracle to bring a victory home."
Famed Digger Phelps, the Irish coach, was publicly polite: .
"Exams have cut our practice time. We're rusty, green, and ught.
Mike Jones can shoot. Jim Ford's a brute. They gave Ball State a run. "
But in private Digger figgered Notre Dame would have some fu n.
No surprises at the tip . Their six-nine center snared the ball.
In forty minutes Irish size and strength should tell 1t all.
But twenty minutes later-Mary and Joseph! Man alive!
The score Oashed Irish thirty-two, Crusaders thirty-five!
Now coaches' half-time speeches are the subjects of much lore,
And no one knows what Digger said behind that guarded door.
It's suspected he found metaphors and drew analogies
That compared the canine species' and his players' ancestries.
In any case, the second half produced a painful change.
The Irish took a nine-point lead. They seemed to find the range.
Their shots rained down like cannonballs and Valpo's hopes grew faint.
Still Scotty Anselm forged ahead , a-poundin' in the paint.
He drove-he dished-he stole the ball four times, then stole once more.
Twenty-one points and twelve assists kept Valpo on the Ooor ..
Though deadly with his free throws-in ten shots ~ e'd bury mneNotre Dame , to slow his game, put Scotty at the hne.
Ten thousand eyes were on him as the ref gave Scott the baH.
Five thousand tongues applauded, then silence fi lled the hall .
At 1:05 of regulation-Valpo down by threeScotty tossed up a pair of bricks! High anxiety!
Down! Down by fi ve with :25! Then Stevens banked three in.
"Don't worry about it," Digger said , "I know we're going to win."
But the phrase that made the perfect caption then for Digger's eyes
Was Newman's classic line to Redford, "Geez, who are those guys?"
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Well Homer knew. He'd drilled them through and through.
f'Coach Drew , don't spare us."
Said Goodwin , Charleston, McKenzie, Massa, Towery, Smith, and Harris,
Becher, Stevens, Blum, Ford, Jones, and Anselm. Their names
Will shine in legends of the greatest of Crusader games.
"Mike, you run the baseline to the corner. Jim, you set
A pick on Scotty's right. Protect his shot, Scotty, you get
As far up court as you can come. Blum, you look for his throw.
And, Curtiss. if they miss, you put it in for good. Let's go!"
Homer's voice was clear and calm. In his eyes the gleam
Of confidence said, "Win or lose, we'll show 'em we're a team.''
Up by two, the Irish sent their best guard to the line. .
The shot's astray and caroms away adri ft in space and t1me.
Blum snags the ball and, stumbling, smartly Oips it off to Jones.
Mike snaps the sphere to Scotty on the l~ft side .all alone.
Then Scotty tips it back to Mike who dnves stra1ght for the net.
The crowd shakes down the thunder! Th' ARC's rafters tremble yet!
"We're going overtime at Valpo!" the commentators scream.
The Irish mill around . For them it's like a cheesy dream.
Anselm grabs the tip. Crusaders scra~ble ~p the n.oor.
Irish height controls the board. It's s1xty-e1ght to Sixty-four.
2:40-Scotty drives the lane . From underneath the glass
He spots the open freshman, Blum, and rifles him a pass.
From well beyond the three-point line, Blum lofts the ball toward heaven.
It nestles in the net. It 's sixty-eight to sixty-seven.
1:30-Valpo patience pays when Digger gives the sign
For Notre Dame to foul. The ref puts Scotty at the line.
As Anselm heaves a sigh, all eyes bear hopefully on him. .
But weariness leaves the shot too short. It bounces off the nm .
One minute left. Crusader hustle forces Irish errors.
It's hard to single out just one among the glory sharers.
No question, though, in memory's glow, the( ll .neve~ see enough
Of Blum's courageous outside shot and Ford s g1ganuc stuff.
With ND jammed at sixty-eight, VU at sixty-nine,
The Irish-sixteen seconds left-put Scotty at the hne.
The spunky guard now spins the ball, and now his hands arc set,
And now the arc of Scotty's shot goes swishing through the net.

0 somewhere in South Bend tonight, the clouds are dropping tears.
A dirge is playing somewhere for Irish crying in their bee~. .
And somewhere Digger's moaning while his stunned alumm whme.
But there's rapture now in Valpo. They had Scotty at the hne.
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BLOSSOMING CHAPTER
MARGE'S FRIENDS-Representatives of the Northern Virginia chapter are shown at the
September convention . (Inset picture of Ma rguerite Zweig.)

SPECIAL GIFT TO THE UNIVERSITY
W hen the members o f the Northern
Virginia chapter held their annual Advent Vespers in December of 1987, they
did so with feelings that were both sorrowful and joyous . Missing from the ir
midst was the woman who for many
years had organized the service-longtime member and former preside nt
Marge Zweig.
T here was sadness because Marge
had died just a few weeks earlier. However, her friends rejoiced as well , as the
Vespers became a vehicle for sharing
their love for Marge and fo r celebrating
her faith and hope in Christ.
A letter from Elizabeth DeMik, Coordinator of the Marge Zweig Memori al,
expressed their plan th is way: "Because
Marge was very special , we wanted her
to be remembered by o ur Guild-and by
the University which she loved so muchin a very special way. . . . When we
told her (before she passed away) that
the University needed an audiometer for
their new Speech , Language, and Hearing Clinic, and that we would like to
present it to the Univers ity in her name ,
she was thrilled because she had worked
closely with the deaf and blind handicapped over the years."
The chapter publicized the fact that
the Vespers was dedicated to Marge's
memory . Those who attended were
especially generous with their offerings ,
reported Liz, and with the assistance of
matching grants the chapter was able to
send to the Clinic total funding for this
expensive, but greatly needed, piece of
equipment-something over $4,000. (It
should be noted that in addition to the
memorial gift , Northern Virginia's regu-
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Jar contribu tion to the G ui ld Project
Fund was higher than it had ever been
before.)
The audiometer was gratefully accepted by the Clinic and put into service
last spring . Although this g ift did not
involve the national Guild in any wayand indeed , a separate donation like thi s
by a chapter is most unusual- the C linic
offered to demonstrate its appreciation
by offering hearing tests, using this and
similar instruments, at the time of the
annual Guild convention last September.
About forty women visited the Clinic to
be tested.
In addition , during the Sunday convention worship serv ice students maj oring in communicative disorders signed
one of the lessons and a hymn; many in
the congregation commented o n the
meaningful experience this provided for
them .
A plaque displayed in the Clinic
reads: The Audiometer, dedicated to the
G lory of God and in loving memory of
Marguerite Zweig by friends and members of the Northern Virginia chapter of
the Valparaiso University Guild and the
Aid Association for Lutherans .

When Char Kroemer (seated center) returned
to the U.S. after a number of years of service in the Japan Lutheran Church, she
wanted to do something for her alma mater.
What better means than by helping begin a
Guild chapter? With the assistance of other
alumni and friends, a group is starting to
take shape in Portland OR , with the hope of
providing means for VU-related people to
become better acquainted and to spread the
word about the University in the City of
Roses.
Others in the picture above are, clockwise
fro m left, Ann Otte, Marion Bloch, Brigitte
Fehrenkamp, Mrs. Riess , and Julia Riess.
We wish them many blessings in their efforts .
MORE ON MEMBERSHIP
As mentioned previously, it has been difficult to keep track of exactly how many
new members have joined the Guild since
our membership campaign began a year ago.
Under our former system it was possible to
count numbers, but a chapter might lose two
people through death and have another move
away, and then take in three new members,
but in our records it would look li ke nothing
had changed.
We are now moving to the next phase of record-keeping. It is not perfect yet, but we
can now say positively that from mid-October through all of November we added to
the list 95 names that had not been there before. Bravo! Keep up the good recruitment
work!

CHARTER ANNIVERSARIES
These chapters celebrate special anniversaries in 1989:
40 Ye.ars (1939)
Aurora IL
Berrien County Ml
Decatur Circuit IN
Shawano WI
25 Years (1964)
Ann Arbor Ml
Harbor Lights CA
10 Years (1979)
Des Moines IA
Greater Dayton OH
Puget Sound WA
Winter Haven FL

Winter

LIVING BOOKS
MEMORIALS
Living Books make lasting memorials of loved ones and friends. Gift cards which may
be sent to the Henry F. Moellering Memorial Library at Valparaiso University are
available from chapter presidents. The following persons have been remembered with
donations totaling $1 ,568.50.
Alabama AL
Mildred B. Beckman
Austin-Central Texas TX
Carl Sachtleben
Eugene Schmidt
Baltimore MD
Julie Koenig
Berrien County MI
Maurice Bellows
Carl Fritz
Buffalo NY
.Sophia Heidbrink
Chicago South Suburban IL
Patricia R. Crowley
Michael Spagoletti
Clara Wachholz
Chicago West Suburban IL
Marie Bernhardt
Edna Diersen
Cincinnati OH
· Alverta Hahn
Columbus IN
Genevieve Anna Bartlett Cooper
Covered Bridge WI
Charles Landry
Detroit MI
Bernice Boddery
Norma Cairns
Myra Cochrane
Frank Glitz
Albert Koehn
Ida A. Kramer
Henry Erwin Nuelsen
Marilyn Tapling
Patty Vitebe
James Wehrenberg
Jack Wilson
Matthew Wolgast
Detroit Suburban West MI
Elizabeth Heidenreich
Donald. Stoutjesdyk
HarryJ.Will
Detroit West MI
Ruth Fischer
Harry J. Will
East Bay CA
Georgine Elizabeth Theiss
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East Central Dlinois IL
Esther Boley
Elgin IL
Orville Tarnow
Fort Wayne IN
Adelaide Nolde
Geiseman Memorial IL
Helen Becker
Steve Koos
Greater Flint MI
Arthur Haut
Genevieve Marie Reid
Irma Werschky
Greater Kansas City KS
C. C. Larson
Gulf Coast FL
Vema Peters
Hammond IN
Elizabeth Seehausen
Charlotte Wille
Indianapolis IN
C. Edward Blum
Frank J. Cush
Frieda Douglass
Maumee Valley OH
Marie Brown
Medina OH
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Graef
Arline G. Kohn
Midland MI
Kenneth Rammelsberg
Milwaukee Afternoon WI
Rosalie Oehlke
Elmer Wustrack
Mishawaka-South Bend IN
Robert Ice
Elsie Lanning
Lydia Laukus
Mary Ann Nowak
Bessie Utterbach
Bertha M. Wedmar
Nassau-Suffolk. NY
Esther Hinz
Neenah-Menasha WI
Mrs. Stanley Stekly
Northern Virginia VA
Lena Birkemeyer ·

Orlando FL
Ruth Fischer
Wilfred Meyer
Puget Sound WA
Buren Day
Barbara Peterson
Bernice Reeve
Eugene Rolf
Quad City IL-IA
Edgar Hom
Arthur Liedtke
Rochester MI
Cameron Soule
Wayne Thomsen
Rochester NY
Henry A. Jud
Saginaw MI
Sally Eldredge
Anna M. Hase
Martha Leidel
Louise Neumann
Mrs. Chris Winterstein
St. Louis MO
Mrs. Walter Hanson
Theodore J. Mesh
Carl Sachtleben
Shawano. WI
The Rev. Dr. Hans Bruss
South Lake County IN
Edwin Piepenbrink
Southeastern IN
Lena Birkemeyer
Anna Negangard
Sun City ·AZ
George Plass
Valparaiso IN
Grace Hughitt
Carl Sachtleben
Washingt9n DC
Mark Keepers
Individual
In honor of
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hagemann's
Anniversary
Helen Hansen
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CHAPTER CONTRIBUTIONS
Chapter

No. of
Members

Alabama AL (12) ..................................... .
Ann Arbor MI (20) .................................. .
Appleton WI {34) ................................... ..
Atlanta GA (11) ....................................... .
Aurora IL {0) ......................................... ..
Austin-Central Texas TX {20) .................... ..
Baltimore MD (60) .................................. .
Battle Creek MI (27) ............................... .
Bay State MA (0) ................................... ..
Beloit WI (8) .......................................... .
Berrien County MI {22) ............................ .
Big Valley CA (0) ................................... ..
Boulder CO (5) ...................................... ..
Buffalo NY {16) ...................................... ..
+Central Coast CA {0) .............................. ..
+Central Michigan MI (3) ........................... .
Central New Jersey NJ {24) ...................... .
Cheechako AK (5) ................................... .
Chicago N'west Sub. IL {54) ..................... .
Chicago South Sub. IL {26) ...................... .
Chicago West Sub. IL {31) ....................... .
Cincinnati OH (43) ................................. ..
Cleveland OH (27) .................................. .
+Cleveland South OH {0) .......................... ..
Clintonville WI {12) ................................. .
Columbus Capital Bells OH (11) ................ .
Columbus IN {0) ..................................... .
Covered Bridge WI (8) ............................. .
Crystal Lake A~a IL {10) ......................... .
Decatur Circuit IN {21) ............................ .
DeKalb County IL {4) ............................. ..
Denver CO (16) ..................................... ..
Des Moines lA {27) ................................. .
Detroit MI (84) ....................................... .
Detroit Sub. West MI (18) ...................... ..
Detroit West MI {36) ............................... .
Diablo Valley CA (12) .............................. .
Dundee IL (11) ....................................... .
DuPage IL {11) ....................................... .
East Bay CA (17) ................................... ..
East Central Illinois IL {10) ...................... .
Elgin IL (12) .......................................... .
Elm IL {26) ........................................... ..
Elmore OH {14) .......................................,
Evansville IN {16) .................................. ..
Fair-Med-Ow MN (7) ............................... .
Fort Wayne IN (80) ................................. .
Four Winds (35) ..................................... ..
Geiseman Memorial IL (34) ..................... ..
Glenbrook IL (34) ................................... .
Gold Coast FL (12) ................................ ..
+Greater Dallas TX (0) .............................. .
Greater Dayton OH (12) ........................... .
Greater Flint MI (11) ............................... .
Greater Kansas City KS (47) ..................... .
Greater Peoria IL (0) .............................. ..
Greater Pittsburgh PA (0) ........................ ..
Gulf Coast FL (14) .................................. .
Hammond IN (7) .................................... ..
Harbor Lights CA {11) ............................ ..
Hawaii HI (5) ......................................... .
Houston TX (12) ..................................... .
Hudson-Mohawk NY (7) . .'......................... .
Indianapolis IN {43) ................................. .
Jackson MI (11) ....................................... .
Jacksonville Area IL (0) ........................... ..
Kankakee Valley IL (10) .......................... ..
Kentuckiana KY (21) ............................... ..
Land of Lakes MN {9) ............................. .
Lincoln NE (8) ....................................... .
Lorain County OH (13) ........................... ..
Madison WI (15) .................................... ..
Mason County MI (12) ............................ ..
Maumee Valley OH (15) .......................... ..
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Total

$ 594.00
1,402.50
3,218.75
2,137.00
0.00
1,572.75
2,137.50
1,145.00
450.00
616.00
1,020.97
10.00
412.00
2,453.00
0.00
326.39
1,282.00
1,345.00
3,903.75
1,652.00
798.75
1,349.00
1,191.00
1,010.00
364.00
256.00
0.00
206.00
470.00
751.00
35.00
922.00
935.50
5,598.75
1,021.00
473.00
1,949.00
726.00
1,151.45
1,629.00
339.00
1,275.25
1,692.00
390.00
518.00
831.50
2,322.33
1,248.00
1,882.00
3,148.00
604.00
0.00
825.70
297.00
1,551.35
0.00
0.00
238.00
510.00
864.31
1,210.00
886.00
84.00
2,051.00
987 ..00
0.00
1,607.75
1,388.75
423.50
1,064.25
532.75
2,288.00
184.00
457.66

Univ.
Fund

$ 84.00
140.00
238.00
77.00
0.00
140.00
381.00
180.00
0.00
56.00
175.00
0.00
84.00
112.00
0.00
21.00
162.00
35.00
378.00
1~2.00

2J7.00
~9.00

180.00
0.00
54.00
77.00
0.00
56.00
70.00
141.00
25.00
112.00
189.00
573.00
126.00
263.00
84.00
65.00
77.00
119.00
77.00
78.00
182.00
80.00
112.00
37.00
560.00
336.00
238.00
238.00
84.00
0.00
84.00
77.00
320.00
0.00
0.00
98.00
43.00
77.00
35.00
84.00
49.00
301.00
77.00
0.00
70.00
126.00
63.00
50.00
73.00
105.00
84.00
116.00

Operating/

Guild

Project Fund

Special

$ 500.00
1,252.50
2,970.75
2,050.00
0.00
1,372.75
1,746.50
955.00
390.00
550.00
835.97
0.00
300.00
2,331.00
0.00
305.39
1,110.00
1,300.00
3,210.75
1,460.00
571.75
1,050.00
1,001.00
1,000.00
300.00
144.00
0.00
140.00
390.00
600.00
0.00
800.00
736.50
5,015.75
850.00
200.00
1,855.00
651.00
1,064.45
1,500.00
252.00
1,187.25
1,500.00
300.00
396.00
784.50
1,752.33
912.00
1,634.00
2,900.00
500.00
0.00
691.70
210.00
1,186.35
0.00
0.00
130.00
457.00
777.31
390.00
767.00
25.00
1,725.00
900.00
0.00
1,527.75
1,252.75
350.50
1,004.25
449.75
2,173.00
90.00
331.66

Living

8&8

$ 10.00

$ 0.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
305.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
25.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
35.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
40.00
0.00
35.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
775.00
25.00
0.00
15.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Books

135.00

20.00
45.00
5.00
50.00
25.00
40.00
30.00
150.00
30.00
10.00
35.00
50.00
30.00
10.00

405.00
50.00
132.00
20.00
50.00
25.00
70.00
5.00
75.00
240.00
40.00
20.00

55.00
55.00
20.00
10.00
450.00
50.00
230.00
50.00
15.00

45.00
5.00

Winter

*Medina, OH (10) .....................................
Merrill WI (24) ........................................
Michigan City IN (16) ...............................
Middle Tennessee TN (5) ...........................
Midland Ml (29) .......................................
Milwaukee Afternoon WI (30) .....................
Milwaukee Golden Gems WI (13)
···············
Milwaukee Sub. WI (65) ...........................
Minneapolis MN (32) ................................
Mishawaka-South Bend IN (52) ...................
Mississinewa IN (O) ...................................
Mt. Clemens District Ml (23) .....................
Naperville IL (23) .....................................
Nassau-Suffolk NY (45) ................................
Near North Chicago IL (0) .........................
Neenah-Menasha WI (13) ...........................
New Mexico NM (8) .................................
New Orleans LA (12) ................................
Niagara Falls NY (19) ................................
North East PA (18) ...................................
North Front Range CO (7) .........................
Northern New Jersey NJ (8) .......................
Northern Virginia VA (30) ..........................
+Oakland County Ml (0) .............................
+Oklahoma Pioneer OK (0) ..........................
Omaha NE (27) ........................................
Orange County CA (31) .............................
Oregon Trail OR (4) .................................
Orlando FL (20) .......................................
Oshkosh WI (10) .......................................
Palm Beach FL (0) ...................................
Park Ridge IL (31) ....................................
Pikes Peak CO (7) ....................................
+Port Huron District Ml (0) ........................
Puget Sound WA (17) ................................
Quad City Area lA (52) .............................
Quincy IL (18) .........................................
Racine WI (O) ..........................................
River Queens MO (15) ..............................
Rochester MI (0) ......................................
Rochester MN (14) ...................................
Rochester NY (49) .....................................
Rockford IL (0) .........................................
Saginaw Ml (119) .......................................
St. Louis MO (72) ....................................
St. Paul MN (23) ·····································
St. Petersburg FL (41) ..............................
San Diego CA (15) ···································
San Fernando Valley CA (12) .....................
San Francisco-Bayshore CA (7) ...................
San Gabriel Valley CA (9) ·························
Santa Clara Valley CA (9) ..........................
Schaumburg IL (0) ...................................
Sebewaing Ml (14) ...................................
Seymour IN (17) ......................................
Shawano WI (18) ......................................
Sheboygan WI (40) ...................................
South Carolina SC (6) ·······························
S.Central Pennsylvania PA (9) ....................
South Lake County IN (11) ........................
Southeastern Indiana IN (10) ......................
Southtowns of Erie Co. NY (8) ...................
Spokane WA (8) .......................................
Sun City AZ (47) ......................................
Tampa FL (8) ..........................................
Traverse City Northwoods Ml (23) ..............
Union County OH (15) ..............................
Valparaiso IN (117) ···································
Walla Walla WA (11) ................................
Washington DC (33) ·································
Wausau WI (19) .......................................
Western Reserve OH (0) ...........................
Winter Haven FL (19) ······························
Individuals ..............................................
TOTAL (2,826)
+Released
New Chapter

•

1988-89

80.00
1,254.00
1,125.50
45.00
1,400.75
348.00
126.00
4,169.00
2,016.00
1, 735.00
50.00
1,894.00
536.00
2,883.00
65.00
423.25
598.00
726.60
394.00
912.00
186.50
2,139.00
2,167.00
1,008.21
0.00
2,224.00
3,724.00
123.00
2,504.00
790.00
0.00
1,427.00
192.00
0.00
1,329.00
1,398.00
969.00
60.00
150.00
0.00
452.00
2,224.50
325.57
3,626.00
2,884.00
1,171.00
2,982.00
657.70
554.00
1,092.00
530.00
573.00
60.00
706.00
320.00
620.00
1,171.00
52.00
706.20
553.00
330.86
760.00
1,179.00
858.10
166.00
469.00
732.75
9,428.00
157.00
2,176.00
682.00
0.00
1,160.00
451.64
159,198.29

70.00
144.00
112.00
35.00
203.00
138.00
91.00
455.00
224.00
325.00
0.00
149.00
116.00
337.00
0.00
61.00
53.00
84.00
133.00
126.00
49.00
119.00
210.00
0.00
0.00
180.00
214.00
63.00
140.00
70.00
0.00
217.00
7.00
0.00
119.00
358.00
126.00
0.00
105.00
0.00
98.00
343.00
0.00
912.00
504.00
161.00
287.00
105.00
84.00
49.00
70.00
63.00
0.00
71.00
110.00
120.00
161.00
42.00
63.00
68.00
49.00
50.00
56.00
323.00
56.00
161.00
105.00
1,046.00
77.00
231.00
133.00
0.00
133.00
0.00
19,680.00

0.00
1,100.00
1,003.50
0.00
1,187.75
200.00
25.00
3,704.00
1,782.00
1,400.00
40.00
1,735.00
400.00
2,536.00
65.00
352.25
535.00
632.60
251.00
776.00
127.50
2,000.00
1,832.00
1,008.21
0.00
2,034.00
3,500.00
50.00
2,054.00
505.00
0.00
1,200.00
175.00
0.00
1,200.00
1,030.00
833.00
50.00
35.00
0.00
344.00
1,871.50
325.57
2,704.00
2,215.00
1,000.00
2,560.00
542.70
460.0
1,033.00
450.00
500.00
50.00
625.00
200.00
500.00
1,000.00
0.00
633.20
475.00
271.86
700.00
1,012.00
525.10
100.00
298.00
617.75
6,347.00
10.00
1,750.00
539.00
0.00
800.00
376.64
133,262.29

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
00.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
1,330.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
115.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
300.00
205.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
155.00
0.00
125.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
101.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2,025.00
60.00
185.00
0.00
0.00
217.00
75.00
4,926.00

10.00
15.00

170.00
230.00
325.00
30.00
60.00
15.00
25.00
20.00
20.00

10.00
20.00
25.00
95.00
15.00

30.00
115.00
20.00
40.00
85.00
160.00
345.00
20.00
35.00

145.00
45.00
35.00
15.00
20.00
50.00
50.00
15.00
55.00
50.00
15.00
425.00
15.00
65.00
405.24
6,127.24

Note: $62.50 Coffee and Prayer Fund money is included in Operating/Project Fund Total
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Guild
"I LOVE VALPO" APRON

RED PLATE

Hand-painted canvas plus yam; can be
framed or made into pillow; VU Crusader (1 0"
x 10"). PRICE: $20 per kit plus shipping: $2
for first kit and $1 for each additional. CONTACT: Annette Larson, 1301 Adirondack,
Northbrook IL 60062; 3121564-3604. (Glenbrook chapter)

Poly cotton duck butcher-type apron in khaki
with brown & red permanently stenciled lettering & heart. PRICE: $1 0 plus shipping: 1 for
$2.50, 3 for $4. CONTACT: Barbara Goodwin,
1014 N. 2nd Ave., Maywood IL 60153; 312681-5068. (Geiseman Memorial chapter)

China plate with "You Are Special Today"
printed on rim; perfect way to acknowledge
family member/guest special triumphs, birthday, job promotion, good grades, etc. PRICE:
$22 plus $2 shipping. CONTACT: Janie
Lichtfuss, 3180 Lane Ct., Boulder CO 80303;
303/499-3429 or 303/494-6296. (Boulder
chapter)

VU NOTEPAPER

Fenton glass paperweight, 33Je" x 3!4" thick,
with frosted VU Guild seal. Comes with gift
box and brown velvet drawstring bag. PRICE:
$1 o plus $2 shipping. Check payable to: Valparaiso University Guild. CONTACT: Wilma L.
Behnke, 19409 Edinburgh Dr., South Bend IN
46614; 219/291-7153. (Mishawaka-South Bend
chapter)

VU NEEDLEPOINT KIT

VU GUILD GLASS PAPERWEIGHT
Duo-fold classic vellum stock, 4% x 5%,
matching envelopes, gold with brown VU logo
& explanation of symbolism on back. PRICE:
$2.50 per pkg. of 10, shipping included. CONTACT: Ginny Young, 350 Mellow Lane,
LaCanada Flintridge CA 91011; 818/790-6918.
(San Gabriel Valley chapter)
SPICE FOLDER
Folder (7" x 3%") containing 2 packets of dill
dip mix to use with sour cream or season
other foods. Decorated folder with directions
given in verse. PRICE: $2, shipping included.
CONTACT: Alberta Krafft, 6015 W. Spencer
Pl., Milwaukee WI 53218; 414/461-n33. (Milwaukee Suburban chapter)

VU NAPKINS
Plush white 13" luncheon napkins imprinted
with University gold seal. PRICE: $2 for pack
of 16 napkins, shipping included. CONTACT:
Martha Hessler, 24396 Deepwoods Way,
North Olmsted OH 44070; 216/777-9275.
(Cleveland chapter)
CHILl LENnLS
Packaged lentils & spices to season ground
beef, tomatoes, & water for hearty soup serving 4-6. Directions for crackpot & stove-top included in 8 oz. package. PRICE: $1.25 each
in lots of 5 pkgs. Total price (includes shipping) for 5 pkg. $9.25; 10 pkg. $16.50; 15 pkg.
$24; 20 pkg $31.50; 25 pkg. $39. Orders of 50
or more $1 each, total price for 50 is $65.
CONTACT: Carol Bisterfeldt, 10205 E. 20th,
Spokane WA 99206; 509/926-4584. (Spokane
chapter)

COLORADO MUD
Uniquely packaged 1 lb. bag of two mixes for
creating Hot Fudge Sundae Brownie recipe;
simply add water & oil and bake in pan. Serve
warm with ice cream. Bags available in variety
of patterns depending on holiday or seasonstate if for special purpose, such as Christmas. PRICE: $3.50 each plus $1.00 shipping
per bag. CONTACT: Karin Zeile, 1335 S.
Galena, A 1-206, Denver CO 80231 ; 303/6958458. (Denver chapter)

MINNESOTA WILD RICE
Grade A Minnesota-grown wild rice with recipes included in each package. NEW LOWER
PRICE: $5 per pound, $2.50 per half-pound
plus shipping: 1 lb. for $2; 2 lbs. for $2.50; 3
lbs. for $3. (Alaska & Hawaii add $4). CONTACT: Mary Hacmac, 1346 Idaho Ave., S.,
Apt. 201, St. Louis Park MN 55426; 61215458868. (Land of Lakes chapter)
VU GUILD GLASS BELL
Westmoreland lead glass crystal bell with faceted amber clapper. Bell is 4%" tall, 13!4" in
diameter, with frosted "VU Guild" etched on
one side. PRICE: $10 plus $2 shipping. Check
payable to: Valparaiso University Guild. CONTACT: Wilma L. Behnke, 19409 Edinburgh
Dr., South Bend IN 46614; 219/291-7153.
(Mishawaka-South Bend chapter)

ENGLISH IRONSTONE MUG
Manchester English Ironstone 11-oz. mug in
brown with gold Valpo Guild emblem front &
back. PRICE: $4.50 each, sold in lots of 2,
plus shipping: $1.50 for 2 mugs, $2.25 for 4
mugs. CONTACT: Shirley Honold, 1404 N. 5th
St., Sheboygan WI 53081; 414/452-4300.
(Sheboygan chapter)

*

*

* *
* *

VU KITE
Sturdy nylon kite, bright gold with silkscreened brown Crusaders and lettering. Excellent flyer. PRICE: $15 each plus $1.50
shipping. CONTACT: Mary Giguere, P.O. Box
1060, 14 Hoghill Rd., Pepperell MA 01436;
508/433-8941. (Bay State chapter)

Spotlight

*

*

* *
*

VU GUILD CAR DECAL

ASPEN LEAF JEWELRY

CHAPEL NOTES

A 3" round brown & gold car decal with VU
symbol. PRICE: 3 for $1 plus $.25 shipping.
Also available in 3" button form. PRICE:
$1.25, shipping included. Bulk orders welcome. CONTACT: Jackie Jungemann, 3507
Quiette Dr., Austin TX 78754; 5121926-9358.
(Austin-Central Texas chapter)

Actual Aspen leaves in "Forever Gold" with
chain. Specify lacy or solid leaf when ordering.
Boxed with Aspen leaf description. PRICE: $8
each plus $1 shipping. CONTACT: Janie
Lichtfuss, 3180 Lane Ct., Boulder CO 80303;
303/499-3429 or 303/494-6296. (Boulder
chapter)

Brown on buff drawing of VU Chapel, Chapel
history included, drawn by local artist. PRICE:
$3.50 per pkg. of 10 plus shipping: $1.25 for
1-3 pkg., $1.75 for 4-6 pkg. CONTACT: Jan
Wozniak, 1032 Georgetown Rd., Michigan City
IN 46360; 219/872-2503. (Michigan City chapter)
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Winter

CELEBRATION
CARDS
To everything there is a season . . . celebrate with joy
the special occasions of relatives or friends by sending
Celebration Cards in their honor. The joy of weddings, anniversaries, confinnations, birthdays, recovery from illness
and other special times is shared through gifts to the Guild .
.Celebration Cards are available from chapter presidents.
Gtfts from the Cards provide devotional materials, Christian
songbooks, and other worship aids for the residential and
chapel ministry at Valparaiso University.
As of December 31 , 1988, gifts in honor of the following
persons totaled $685.00.
To every thing
there is a season,
and a time to every purpose
under the heaven.

EDNA ADAMS
JOYCE AND TOM BARR
MILDRED BECKMAN
.LAURA AND RICHARD DINDA
MELBA AND AVERY DITTMER
CHARLOTTE GAUSS
WILBUR AND ARLENE HOFFMAN
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM HUSSMAN
AND FAMILY
RALPH ILEA
THE REV. AND MRS. WILFRED JUNKE
EDWIN AND HELEN KOENEMAN
MARILYN KRUEGER
ARLENE LAESCH
TOM LASORDA
CATHERINE LEWIS

1988-89

MR. AND MRS. EUGENE MEIXNER
MR. AND MRS. JOHN MESSINA
DAVID JOHN NAUSS
AL AND LORENA NEUMANN
MR. AND MRS. ARNOLD NUECHTERLEIN
ELFRIED AND ELEANORA PENNEKAMP
WILLARD AND LORETTA RIEMER
MR. AND MRS. ELMER RIEVERT
MR. AND MRS. ROGER SCHLICHTING
ROBERT AND ELLEN SCHNABEL
JAMES SIEBERT
NATHANAEL FREDERICK SPAULDING
MARLISE SPRINGSTEEN
THE REV. ERWIN STECHHOLZ
MR. AND MRS. WALTEA STREFLING
GEORGE AND LORINE WILLIAMS
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